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Abstract

Resistance switching devices based on transition metal oxides have generated significant research interest over the last decade due to the promise they hold for non-volatile memory applications. Currently they are one of the leading candidates for replacing Flash memory technology as it nears its scaling limits. Despite many years of work and many encouraging demonstrations, the physical mechanism that drives the resistance switching phenomenon remains very poorly understood. A model based on migration of oxygen vacancies is often invoked, however direct proof of this model still remains illusive.

In this thesis, we developed a kinetic model of oxygen vacancy migration. Using this model, simulations were carried out on a 1-D device to examine the resistance switching and retention dynamics. It is found that in order to achieve fast switching (100 ns) and long retention (10 years), the vacancy migration based model requires unrealistic electric field (>10 MV/cm) and temperature (>1500 K) combinations. This situation does not change even when non-linear dependence of vacancy velocity on electric field is taken into account.

A significant portion of this thesis is focused on detailed examination of the electroforming characteristics of TiO$_2$ based resistance switching devices. Electroforming is a step where a device is electrically stressed in order to trigger permanent changes to the oxide layer. During this process, the resistance of the device is usually lowered by 5-6 orders of magnitude. Stable resistance switching can only be obtained after performing electroforming. Most studies for this work were performed on 5 µm × 5 µm sized devices with Pt/TiO$_2$/Pt structure. Transient pulsed method
developed as part of this work allowed for precise determination of the voltage, time, and temperature combination that led to the onset of electroforming. Analysis of the transient data revealed that activation energy associated with electroforming decreases non-linearly with electric field. A vacancy migration based model cannot adequately explain this dependence. The experimental observations are better explained using a hole-injection model which asserts that onset of localized conduction is an electronic process rather than an ion migration based process.

Electroforming often produces pronounced morphological changes to the devices. These morphological changes are a strong function of the voltage pulse amplitude and width used to trigger electroforming. Electro-thermal simulations were used to correlate these changes with transient power dissipation during the electroforming process. The simulations indicate that electroforming did not produce extremely small conductive filaments (10-100 nm diameter) with very small resistance values (100-200 Ω), as it is sometimes reported in literature. Rather, the changes in the resistivity of the TiO$_2$ layer spanned over an area as large as 8-9 µm$^2$. Over this region, the resistivity changed gradually over 2-3 orders of magnitude. The filament(s) responsible for resistance switching can be located anywhere within this region.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As computing has moved to more mobile platforms, the need for high performance non-volatile random access memory (RAM) has increased significantly. Traditionally, fast data access has always come at the expense of non-volatility and/or storage density. For example, Dynamic RAM (DRAM) and Static RAM (SRAM) type memory cells are generally used in situations where fast random access is desired. However, both of these types of devices are volatile in nature and storage density is particularly bad in the case of SRAM due to large cell size. Non-volatile and high density storage can be achieved using hard drives where magnetic recording is used, however the inherently sequential nature of read/write operation makes them unattractive for applications where random data access is necessary. Flash memory cells, based on floating gate technology, on the other hand provide both non-volatility and random access capabilities. As a result, despite having 3-4 orders of magnitude slower read/write speed compared to SRAM and DRAM and not being able to achieve similar areal density as hard drives, they are being widely used. Due to the speed limitations, they cannot quite take the place of DRAM or SRAM, however they are increasingly replacing hard drives for mass storage applications.

Despite the ubiquity of Flash memory, this technology is facing serious challenges. Not only that they have relatively slow read/write speed (generally in the range of 100 μs), they require high operating voltages (10-15 volts for write/erase operations), and the endurance of each cell is
generally limited to around 10,000 cycles. It has become clear that this technology will not be able to keep up with CMOS scaling trends in the very near future [1, 2]. As a result, research in alternate non-volatile random access memory technologies have gained significant attention recently. Emerging technologies based on polarization change of ferroelectric materials (FeRAM), spin-transfer torque switching in magnetic tunnel junctions (STT-MRAM), thermally driven phase transition in chalcogenides (PCRAM), and redox reaction and motion of ions (ReRAM) are believed to be some of the most attractive alternative approaches. For all these devices, data storage is a result of existence of multiple stable resistance states. However, the physical mechanism that leads these states and the method for switching between them is very different from one class of devices to the next.

The 2011 International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) report [3] has highlighted STT-MRAM and ReRAM based devices for accelerated development. According to ITRS projection, it is believed that ReRAM devices will be able to achieve \(< 10 \text{ ns read/write time, } > 10^{16} \text{ write cycles, } < 0.5 \text{ V operating voltage, and } \approx 5 \text{ nm feature size. Whether all these performance goals will eventually be reached or not remains to be seen, but based on the demonstrations of current generation of devices, this technology seems very promising. In this dissertation, the discussion will be focused on resistance switching and electroforming characteristics of TiO}_2 \text{ based ReRAM devices. In recent years, some researcher have applied the term ‘Memristor’ to these devices [4, 5]. This is based on the theory that the resistance states are proportional to the flux of charge passing through the device. Although rigorous proof of such theory remains illusive, many literature reports now refer to ReRAM devices as memristors. These devices generally display two distinct resistance states and electric bias can be used to switch between them. Some ReRAM devices have been demonstrated to possess more than two states [6, 7, 8], and these multiple states can be achieved by controlling the applied bias. Besides non-volatile memory application, these de-}
vices hold promise for use in reconfigurable digital circuits [9, 10, 11] and in neuromorphic systems as synapses [12, 13, 14].

1.1 Resistance Switching in ReRAM Devices

ReRAM devices generally have a very simple metal/oxide/metal heterostructure as shown in figure 1.1a. The oxide thickness is usually in the range of 5-50 nm. Over the last few year, many different oxides have been found to display resistance switching characteristics. TiO$_2$, HfO$_2$ [15, 16], TaO$_2$ [17, 18], NiO [19, 20, 21, 22], SrTiO$_3$ [7, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27], SrZrO$_3$ [28, 29, 30], CuO [31], Fe$_2$O$_3$ [32], Al$_2$O$_3$ [33], ZnO [34, 35], SnO$_2$ [36], ZrO$_2$ [37, 38, 39], SiO$_2$ [40, 41], etc. are just a few examples of this. Pt, Ti, TiN, and Al are some of the typical metals used for the electrodes. The best way to describe the resistance switching in these devices is through the aid of a schematic current-voltage (I-V) curve as shown in figure 1.1b. Here the curve labeled ‘Resistance switching’ shows the switching behavior of a typical system with two distinct resistance states. If the device is initially in the low resistance state (LRS), then performing a voltage sweep starting from 0 volts towards the positive direction causes an abrupt increase in resistance once a threshold voltage, $+V_{th}$, is reached. The device stays in this high resistance state (HRS) as the voltage is swept back from the positive to the negative direction, and again abruptly switches back to the LRS when a negative threshold voltage, $-V_{th}$, is reached. The resistance state of the device can be interrogated as long as the applied voltage is kept below these threshold voltages. This voltage driven hysteretic resistance characteristics serve as the basis for information storage in ReRAM cells. Voltage pulses, rather than continuous voltage sweeps, can also be used to trigger resistance switching as long as the pulse amplitude is kept above the switching threshold values. The threshold voltages for switching is generally found to be in the range of 0.5-2 volts. However, both the threshold voltages and the direction of resistance switching is highly dependent on the properties of the oxide film.
and the metals used for the electrodes.

![Diagram of ReRAM cell structure](image)

Figure 1.1: (a) Metal/Oxide/Metal device structure of ReRAM cells; (b) Schematic current-voltage curve of resistance switching and electroforming.

Most ReRAM devices in fact do not exhibit stable resistance switching properties immediately after fabrication. These devices need to go through an initialization process referred to as ‘forming’, ‘breakdown’, or ‘electroforming’. The I-V behavior of this process is marked as ‘Electroforming’ in figure 1.1b. During electroforming, a DC voltage sweep is performed where the voltage amplitude is gradually increased until a sudden resistance decrease is observed. This resistance change is often accompanied by localized morphological changes to the device, indicating physical changes to the oxide layer. The voltage at which this breakdown takes place is usually higher than the subsequent switching threshold voltages. For each device, electroforming needs to be performed only once and the resistance lowering that occurs during this step is permanent in nature. Both the HRS and LRS states have lower resistance compared to the initial device resistance prior to electroforming. Electroforming voltage polarity can either be positive or negative, and again is highly dependent of the oxide and electrode properties.
1.2 Hypothesis And Objective

Despite the abundance of resistance switching examples in many different types of oxides, much remains unknown about the fundamental physical mechanisms that drive this process. This is in stark contrast to other types of non-volatile memory technologies such as FeRAM, PCRAM, and STT-MRAM where the physical mechanisms are well understood. For vast majority of ReRAM devices, the resistance switching property is believed to originate from motion of oxygen ions (or vacancies). Oxygen vacancy motion in oxides have been extensively studied for many years [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. Over the last few years, these studies have been revisited in the context of resistance switching in oxides such as SrTiO$_3$ [27, 49] and TiO$_2$ [50]. The process is believed to be very similar in other oxide systems as well. Oxygen vacancies act as electron donors and the presence of large concentration of vacancies can significantly alter the electrical conductivity of the oxide. Also, since vacancies are electrically charged, they can migrate within the oxide as a result of externally applied electric field. Moreover, in oxides such as TiO$_2$, large accumulation of oxygen vacancies can lead to phase transformation which can produce growth of more conductive magnéli phases such as Ti$_4$O$_7$.

The objective of this dissertation is to understand the dynamics of oxygen vacancies motion and to investigate the events that are involved during electroforming of TiO$_2$ based ReRAM devices. A long standing question regarding vacancy migration has been whether this mechanism can lead to memory devices with very fast programming times (on the order of 100 ns) and long retention time (on the order of 10 years) [51]. These times are heavily dependent on the activation energy for vacancy migration. Low activation energy ($< 0.5$ eV) can enable fast programming times since vacancies can be moved quickly using an electric field, however it will also lead to very small retention time since they will quickly diffuse back to their original configuration after the removal of the electric field. Large activation energy ($> 1.0$ eV) on the other hand will have the opposite
problem. In order to get around this dilemma, it has been hypothesized that the vacancy migration speed has non-linear dependence on applied electric field [51, 52]. This dependence is so strong that the 15 orders of magnitude difference in programming and retention times can be achieved. It postulates, under low electric field, the vacancies are kinetically immobile, but when the field amplitude is increased, they can move extremely fast. In order to investigate this phenomenon, in this dissertation, a quantitative model of this non-linear electric field dependent vacancy migration will be developed. Using this model, numerical simulations will be performed on a representative ReRAM device to explore the interplay between various parameters that dictate vacancy migration dynamics. These parameters include electric field, activation energy, and temperature. The simulations will quantitatively demonstrate the effect of each of these parameters and interrelationship among them. The extent of non-linearity of vacancy motion induced by these parameters will be examined based on the simulation results.

Another important aspect of resistance switching is the electroforming step described earlier. It is believed that filaments of more conductive phases of oxide form within the device during this step [53, 54, 55, 56]. The hypothesis is that this results from migration of oxygen vacancies as a result of application of large electric field. After electroforming, expansion and contraction of these filaments, again caused by motion of vacancies, produce the resistance switching effect. More details of this process is can be found in chapter 2. In order to gain complete understanding of the physical mechanism behind resistance switching, a thorough understanding of the electroforming process is absolutely necessary. However very few examples of such studies are found in literature. In a recent review paper on resistance switching in TiO₂, Kim et al. [53] has mentioned the following about electroforming:

“Despite the importance of electroforming, systematic studies on it in various resistive switching materials are relatively lacking. ... Electroforming is considered a very complicated phenomenon including many distinct events, such as ionic migration, redox reaction (involving gas evolution) and Joule heating. These events are likely to be inter-
related and somehow synchronized, making it difficult to separate each contribution at this time.”

A significant portion of this dissertation will be focused on trying to understand these multiple inter-related events that take place during electroforming. To do this, a systematic study of voltage pulse induced electroforming in TiO$_2$ based devices will be carried out. Electroforming will be performed using voltage pulses as short as 20 ns to as long as 100 ms. Transient characterization will show the correlation among various parameters such as time, temperature, voltage, resistance, and power. A method of extracting the contribution of Joule heating will be developed. The hypothesis that electroforming involves large migration of oxygen vacancies will be evaluated in terms of these measured values. Also, the evolution of morphological changes as a function of various pulse parameter will be examined. Electro-thermal simulations will be used extensively in order to estimate the spatial extent of resistivity change of TiO$_2$ layer that occurs during electroforming.

Based on the results of the pulsed electroforming experiments, it will be shown that onset of localized electrical conduction is not triggered by migration of vacancies, rather it is an electronic effect related to charge trapping. The proposed model for electroforming is schematically shown in figure 1.2. As an electric field is applied to a pristine device, Joule heating due to current conduction uniformly increases the temperature of the device. Due to temperature dependent conductivity of TiO$_2$, the current conduction also increases uniformly. This current conduction through the TiO$_2$ layer gives rise to trapped charges (most likely holes) which begin to make the electric-field and subsequent current flow non-uniform. However this non-uniformity is not permanent in nature. That is, if the electrical bias is removed, the trapped charges are eliminated, and the electrical conduction behavior of the device is not permanently modified. However, if the charge trapping process is allowed to continue, localized increase in electric field and the current flow will accelerate the trapping process. This high current flow will also create localized regions of high temperature.
This self-reinforcing condition will eventually lead to permanent breakdown of the TiO$_2$ film and create localized morphological changes and conductive filaments that are often observed in TEM images. Oxygen vacancy migration is possible under localized high temperature, electric field, and large temperature gradients. And, it is most likely involved in the permanent filament formation process. However, the initial localization of temperature and electric field is not due to oxygen vacancy migration. This physical picture of electroforming will be verified in chapters 5 and 6.

### 1.3 Document Organization

The remainder of this document is organized in seven chapters. Chapter 2 provides a brief literature review of various observations related to resistance switching in TiO$_2$ based devices. Various proposed mechanisms of electroforming and resistance switching are also discussed. In chapter 3,
the fabrication and DC electrical testing results of TiO$_2$ based cross-bar type ReRAM devices are discussed. A close look is taken at the DC electroforming process that is often reported in literature, and the intricacies and drawbacks associated with this method are highlighted. In chapter 4, a model for oxygen vacancy motion that includes non-linear dependence of vacancy velocity on electric-field is developed. This drift-diffusion based model of vacancy migration is then used to simulated the programming and retention time of a SrTiO$_3$ based device. The main objective of this simulation work is to understand how parameters such as electric field, temperature, activation energy, vacancy ionization level affect the dynamic of vacancy motion. Chapters 5 and 6 are focused on pulsed electroforming studies. In chapter 5, the experimental setup and results from various types of pulsed electroforming experiments are described. The transients associated with electroforming and the effect of subjecting a device to single vs. multiple pulses are examined closely. In chapter 6, a method is presented that allows for extraction of device temperature rise due to Joule heating as a function of time as a result of the power dissipation during electroforming. This extracted temperature is compared with predictions from electro-thermal simulations in order to obtain a precise estimate of the temperature prior to the onset of permanent resistance change. The voltage, time, and temperature relationships are then used to judge several different oxide breakdown models, including the vacancy migration based model. In chapter 7, morphological changes that result from various types of electroforming pulses are examined. The goal of this chapter is to better understand physical extent of the resistivity change of the TiO$_2$ film across the entire device area. An electroformed device is cut into several pieces in order to get a better understanding of the resistivity change of the TiO$_2$ film in various regions of the device in relation to the observed morphological changes. Electro-thermal simulations are used to evaluate several conductive filament geometries in order find the most plausible and consistent explanation for all the morphological changes corresponding to various types of electroforming pulses. Finally
in chapter 8, a brief summary of all the findings are presented.
Chapter 2

Overview Of Resistance Switching

Non-volatile resistance switching effect is a commonly observed phenomenon in many different material systems. In most cases, externally the switching effect is controlled by the application of electrical stress. However the exact physical mechanism behind switching varies widely from one material system to the next, including chemical effects, electronic effects, changes in molecular configurations, temperature induced phase transitions, etc. Classification of different types of materials into various groups based on physical mechanism is in general a very difficult task. Due to a very active research community in this field, new material system with unique switching characteristics are often discovered and it is not always clear exactly what physical mechanisms are at play. However, in order to gain a broader perspective on resistance switching and to understand the commonalities among various material systems, classification is necessary. In recent years, some efforts have been made in this regard.

2.1 Classification Of Switching Devices

Waser et al. [51], has recently grouped various types of resistance switching devices into several families based on their known/proposed switching mechanisms. While this grouping does not necessarily encompass all possible mechanisms, it greatly helps to frame the discussion about various families of devices. Devices for which switching originates from electronic phenomena, such
as charge trapping/de-trapping [57, 24], polarization reversal, etc. [58], have been grouped under ‘Electrostatic/Electronic Effect’. Devices for which resistance switching effect comes about as a result of a switch between crystalline and amorphous phases have been classified as ‘Phase Change Memory Effect’ (PCM). Besides these two groups, there is a broader class of materials where resistance switching comes about as a result of chemical effects. These have been classified as ‘Electrochemical Metallization Effect’ (ECM), ‘Thermochemical Memory Effect’ (TCM), and ‘Valence Change Memory Effect’ (VCM). Most oxide based resistance switching devices are usually classified under one of these three categories.

The similarity between ECM, TCM and VCM type devices is that all three rely on manipulation of some form of conductive filaments through an insulting oxide layer in order to explain resistive switching. The operation of ECM cells are dependent on electrochemically active metal electrodes where migration of metal cations in response to electrical bias gives rise to the various resistance states. It is believed that metal ions form conductive filaments through the insulating oxide layer and these filaments can be manipulated by the application an electric field. A continuous connection of metal ions between the two electrodes generates the low resistance state, whereas a break in the filament produces the high resistance state. Example of such systems include Ag/Ag-As₂S₃/Au [59] and Cu/SiO₂/Pt [41] based devices.

For TCM cells on the other hand, it is believed that controlled Joule heating during electro-forming initiates oxide breakdown which creates the conductive filaments. The reason behind this is attributed to local redox reaction due to motion of oxygen ions (frequency discussed in terms of oxygen vacancies) in a temperature gradient resulting from localized heating. Excessive Joule heating can cause these filaments to rapture and controlled heating can cause them to grow, thereby producing multiple resistance states. In practice, the level of power dissipation in controlled by limiting the current flow through the device during the switching operation. Because of the ther-
mal nature, these devices do not depend on the polarity of the electric bias, and as a result, often referred to as ‘unipolar’ or ‘nonpolar’ devices. A very widely studied example of this type of system is NiO based devices [22, 21, 60].

The third and final category is the VCM cell which relies on migration of anions under the influence of electrical bias. Transition metal oxides such as TiO$_2$, HfO$_2$, TaO$_2$ and SrTiO$_3$ [26, 17, 18, 27, 61] based devices are few examples of this type of systems. In these materials, motion of large number of oxygen vacancies in response to applied electric field can lead to significant non-stoichiometry. This can cause filaments of more conductive phases of the oxide to form. The shape and size of these filaments can be modified since the direction of motion of vacancies is dependent on the direction of applied electric field. This gives rise to the resistance switching effect. Because of the voltage polarity dependence, these devices are often referred to as ‘bipolar’ type. The name ‘Valence Change’ originates from the change of valence of transition metal ions that occur as a result of motion of oxygen vacancies, which generally results in the filaments having higher electrical conductivity than the pristine oxide film.

While these classifications are helpful, they can also be misleading to some degree. This is specially true for the TCM and the VCM type devices. For both of these categories, resistance switching is attributed to redox reaction as a result of motion of oxygen vacancies. The cause of this motion is localized Joule heating for the TCM case and electric field for the VCM case. In practice, rarely can these two effects be separated from each other. This is because application of voltage (or electric field) on most of these devices causes Joule heating. Also, some devices exhibit both unipolar and bipolar resistance switching characteristics depending on how they are exercised. For example, TiO$_2$ based devices are often reported to exhibit such dual behaviors [62]. In fact, while Waser et al. have characterized TiO$_2$ based devices to be of VCM type, in a more recent review paper Kim et al. [53] have characterized them to be of TCM type. Regardless of the trigger
mechanism, the motion of oxygen vacancies is considered to play a major role in resistive switching in TiO$_2$. The following sections provide a brief review of literature that highlights observations related to resistance switching and the current state of understanding of the mechanism.

### 2.2 Resistance Switching And Related Observations In TiO$_2$ Based Devices

Due to recent works by Yang et al. [63, 64, 56], Szot et al. [50] and others [65, 66, 67, 68], there exists a large number of experimental observations of resistance switching in TiO$_2$ based devices. As mentioned previously, the device structure is usually a simple metal/oxide/metal stack, with a typical oxide layer thickness of less than 100 nm. While the exact behavior tends to vary depending on the metals used for the top and bottom electrode and the nature of the TiO$_2$ film, a representative current-voltage sweep of two switching devices are shown in figure 2.1. In this work, Yoshida et al. [8] have shown that it is possible to achieve both bipolar (figure 2.1b) and unipolar (figure 2.1c) resistance switching on the same device structure by controlling the compliance current during voltage sweeps. Using the bipolar switching case, they have demonstrated that these devices can be switched using voltage pulses as short as 5 ns for as many as $2 \times 10^6$ cycles. Scalability of this type of devices has been demonstrated by Yang et al. [56, 69], who have reported devices as small as 50 nm $\times$ 50 nm in size with excellent switching characteristics.

Resistance switching in TiO$_2$ based devices is often attributed to electrical conduction through filaments that penetrate the film. It is believed that these filaments are created during the electroforming process. Subsequent modification of these filaments as a result of electrical stress gives rise to the resistance switching effect. The physical mechanism behind creation and modification of these filaments will be discussed in the next section.

One of the first evidences that pointed towards the theory of filamentary conduction is signs of localized morphological changes on the top electrodes of the switching devices. Figure 2.2a shows
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5 ns for both set and reset operations in Pt/TiO$_2$/TiN devices. The top electrodes of Pt with thicknesses of 50 nm on Pt/TiO$_2$/TiN structure demonstrate both unipolar and bipolar switching, as shown in Fig. 2.1. An example this on a Pt/TiO$_2$/Pt device [70]. The extent of the morphological changes are usually limited to only a small fraction of the device area. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) revealed filaments composed of Ti$_4$O$_7$ and Ti$_3$O$_9$ phases near the areas where morphological changes were first observed [71] (figure 2.2b). These phases have much higher electrical conductivity compared to stoichiometric TiO$_2$. The diameter of these filaments is estimated to be on the order of 10 nm with a distance between them varying from 0.1 to 5 μm. Filaments of this type were identified over a large region corresponding to the area affected by the morphological changes. The nature of the changes to the electrode metal indicate the possibility of large temperature excursion due to localized power dissipation. Thermal micrography performed by Lu et al. [30] on similar devices showed that such morphological changes are indeed associated with localized high temperature regions during resistance switching operation, as shown in figure 2.3. These hot-spots appeared repeatedly during every switching cycle.

In order to investigate the nature of the TiO$_2$ film under the deformed top electrode, Huang et al. [72] performed conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) studies near the morphologically altered region after removal of the top electrode. From the C-AFM scans, shown in figure 2.4,
Figure 2.2: Reported by Kwon et al. [70]; (a) SEM images of Pt/TiO$_2$/Pt based circular shaped devices displaying localized morphological changes; (b) HRTEM cross section image shows cone shaped Ti$_3$O$_7$ filament (highlighted in blue).

it is clear that the deformed areas have significantly higher electrical conductivity compared to neighboring undamaged regions, providing further support to the conductive filament theory. In this case, although the affect area is found to be a small portion of the original 100 µm × 100 µm device, the extent of the conductivity change still encompasses a region that is several square microns in size. It is however not clear which portions of this altered region participate in repeatable resistance switching. As expected, once in the switching state, the resistance of this type of filamentary devices have very little correlation with the original size of the device [73, 74]. Together, these observations form the basis of filamentary switching theory of TiO$_2$ based devices. The switching behavior is dominated by the size and the nature of these filaments.

### 2.3 Proposed Mechanism

Most transition metal oxides are known to contain certain number of defects such as oxygen vacancies. Creation and transport of such oxygen vacancies have been studied for a long time [42, 75, 76, 77, 43, 44, 47, 48]. It is well known that such vacancies can move within the oxide as a result of concentration gradient, thermal gradient, electric field and other driving forces. Formation of oxygen vacancies is often represented in Kröger-Vink notation as shown in equation 2.1.
Figure 2.3: Thermal micrograph of a large circular shaped (500 µm diameter) Pt/TiO\textsubscript{2}/Pt device. The hot-spot reaches 126 °C during switching indicating presence of localized filaments [30].

Here O\textsubscript{O} and V\textsubscript{O}" represent oxygen atom at an oxygen lattice site and oxygen vacancy, respectively. Creation of each vacancy produces two free electrons which may change the valance state of the local Ti atoms according to equation 2.2.

\begin{equation}
O_{O} = V''_{O} + 2e^{-} + \frac{1}{2}O_{2}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
Ti^{4+} + ne^{-} = Ti^{(4-n)+}
\end{equation}

Motion of oxygen vacancies play a crucial role in most models attempting to described the mechanism of resistance switching. For devices containing electrode metals that form Schottky type contacts with TiO\textsubscript{2} (such as Pt), it was proposed that modulation of Schottky barrier depletion width, formed at the metal/oxide boundary, due to accumulation and depletion of oxygen vacancies give rise to resistance switching [63, 78]. This process is schematically explained in figure 2.5. Here, the contact between Pt and TiO\textsubscript{2} forms a Schottky barrier. If the concentration of positively charged oxygen vacancies are low at the interface, the depletion width of the barrier is large and therefore the contact displays rectifying current-voltage behavior. On the other hand if vacancies accumulate at
the interface in response to an applied electric field, this barrier width is reduced significantly. This allows more tunneling current through the interface, and diminishes the rectifying behavior of the junction. Physically, this change in the barrier can occur uniformly over the entire electrode area or in localized regions. This model is consistent with the observation that the I-V characteristics of these devices is rectifying in the high resistance state and non-rectifying in the low resistance state [63].

The switching model based on electric field dependent oxygen vacancy migration raises many
questions regarding the details of this mechanism. For example, can vacancy motion be fast enough to explain resistive switching on the nanosecond time scale? Can this mechanism account for both fast switching and long retention? What happens during electroforming? What is the relationship between conductive filaments and motion of vacancies? What role does temperature play? How can this model explain unipolar switching where polarity of the electric field does not seem to matter?

The question of switching and retention times of these devices have required a closer look at the vacancy migration model. It has been argued that application of large electric fields can non-linearly increase the migration speed of oxygen vacancies by many orders of magnitude [51, 4, 52]. As a result, it may be possible to achieve many orders of magnitude time difference between switching time and retention period. However, the extent to which this justification is applicable at the device level is still open for debate [79]; a larger discussion about this topic is presented in chapter 4.

![Diagrams](image_url)

Figure 2.6: Schematic diagrams of electroforming reported by Kim et al. [53]; (a) Oxygen vacancies produced at the anode interface migrate towards the cathode due to electric field; (b) Locally high electric field accelerates the filament formation process.

In order to answer the remaining questions, more refinements need to be made to the vacancy migration based model. It is known that as the number of vacancies increase in TiO$_2$, the existence
of oxygen deficient (and more conductive) phases such as Ti$_2$O$_3$, Ti$_4$O$_7$, Ti$_5$O$_9$ etc. becomes more energetically favorable [53, 50, 80]. These are often referred to as Magnéli phases. Based on the observations of localized heating and growth of these secondary phases, the model for electroforming is schematically illustrated in figure 2.6 [53]. Application of positive voltage to one of the electrodes during electroforming induces vacancy motion towards the cathode. Accumulation of large number of vacancies at the cathode interface initiates nucleation of conductive filaments. The process potentially generates many such filaments over a large area. As these filaments grow, electric field between the tip of the filament and the anode begins to get stronger due to the pointed shape and the reduced gap over which the voltage drop occurs. Stronger electric field and localized Joule heating (due to higher local current density) near the filament area accelerates the movement of the oxygen vacancies. Once few of these filament connect the two electrodes, large power dissipation may occur leading to morphological change. It has been suggested that morphological changes can also occur as a result of oxygen gas evolution near the anode due to the redox reaction in equation 2.1 [71, 72, 81, 82, 54]. The initial nucleation of filaments raises additional questions about the nature of the vacancy migration. If the vacancies migrate in response to an applied electric field, then the accumulation of vacancies near the cathode should be more or less uniform. Under this circumstance, it is not clear how conductive filaments can form only in certain localized regions. Some researchers have suggested that migration of vacancies can be significantly faster along grain boundaries in TiO$_2$ leading to localized high concentration regions, which in turn results in nucleation of localized filaments [52, 56]. Others have postulated that interface roughness along the TiO$_2$-metal boundaries may give rise to inhomogeneity in the electric field in various regions of the device, and this can drive the filament formation process [53]. In this thesis, I will show that the initial localization is most likely related to charge trapping rather than migration of vacancies along grain boundaries or surface roughness.
Figure 2: The thin barrier between Ti$_4$O$_7$ filament and the top electrode can be modified by application of electric field due to motion of oxygen vacancies [55].

Once the filaments are formed during the electroforming step, they can act as source or sink for vacancies during bipolar resistive switching depending on the polarity of the applied electric field. Therefore, repeatable switching only requires small modifications to the filaments generated during the electroforming process as shown in figure 2.7 [55]. Here the filament penetrates the majority of the oxide film except for a very small gap near the electrode. In the figure, the filament is presented as Ti$_4$O$_7$, while the gap is shown as TiO$_2$. However this gap may consist also of magnéli phases with slightly lower electrical conductivity, rather than being stoichiometric TiO$_2$ [50]. The expansion and contraction of the filament during switching can take place over a gap that is less than 1 nm in size. The exact location of the gap could be anywhere along the length of the filament depending on the growth process during electroforming [68]. While this type of polarity dependent modulation of filament size can explain bipolar resistive switching, a different process is thought to be at play for the unipolar switching. The rupture of a connected filament for unipolar case is assumed be to thermal in nature rather than electrical. Excessive Joule heating due to high power dissipation in the low resistance state partially dissolves the conductive filaments leading to the high resistance state. Since only portions of the filaments are disconnected, subsequent application of electric field can still give rise to localized high current density and Joule heating. Since oxygen ion are likely to migrate away from areas of high temperature, this thermo-chemical reaction can once again reconstitute the disconnected filament(s) in a manner similar to electroforming [53].
2.4 Conclusion

This chapter provides an overview of various observations related to resistance switching in TiO$_2$ based devices. Observation of morphological changes, appearance of localized temperature increase and existence of conductive filaments have lead to the development of a physical model that relies on motion of oxygen vacancies within the oxide layer. Formation of conductive filaments have been attributed to localized migration of oxygen vacancies due to electric field and Joule heating. Resistive switching, both unipolar and bipolar, has been explained in terms of contraction and expansion of these filaments. Development of these models have largely been driven by observations made after the electroforming and resistance switching events. Due to extreme experimental challenges, nobody yet has successfully observed the growth or modification of these filaments as they occur. Therefore parts of these proposed mechanisms, regarding the dynamics of filament growth and modification, are speculative in nature. Extensive research work over a last 5-8 years have contributed to the growth of a critical mass of information such that the filamentary resistance switching model is generally agreed upon by most researchers. The relative contribution of various driving forces and the nature in which they affect the switching process still remains very much an open area for debate and development.
Chapter 3

Device Fabrication, DC Electroforming, and Resistance Switching

From the literature review presented in the previous chapter, it is clear that TiO$_2$ based resistance switching devices have been heavily studied over the last few years and yet much remains unknown about the mechanism of operation. The majority of this thesis work is focused on exploring the electroforming process and the associated mechanism of these devices. In this chapter, the design, fabrication, and DC electrical characterization of these TiO$_2$ based devices will be discussed. The DC resistance switching and electroforming results presented here will provide a general overview of the device behavior. Since this type of experimental results are often reported in literature, they will establish a basis for comparison between these devices and literature reports. An important aspect related to DC electrical characterization is the role of compliance current, which is always employed during DC voltage sweeps in order to prevent current overshoot when the device resistance suddenly changes during electroforming or resistance switching. In most cases, this is accomplished by enforcing a current compliance on the voltage source equipment. A close look will be taken at the transients associated with this compliance process and how it affects the electroforming of TiO$_2$ based devices.
3.1 Design And Fabrication

Devices fabricated for this study had a metal/TiO$_2$/metal heterostructure with a crossbar type architecture. A schematic diagram is shown in figure 3.1. The size of the device is defined by the size of the top and bottom electrodes. Crossbars with sizes ranging from 200 nm $\times$ 200 nm to 100 $\mu$m $\times$ 100 $\mu$m were fabricated for this work.

![Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of crossbar device](image)

The process flow for the fabrication of micron sized devices is schematically shown in figure 3.2. All devices were fabricated on Si substrates pre-coated with 1 $\mu$m of thermal SiO$_2$. For the bottom electrode, two layers of metals were used. The first layer was 5 nm thick Ti (for adhesion to SiO$_2$) and the second was 15 nm thick Pt. Both of these metals were sputter deposited (consecutively, without breaking vacuum in between) at room temperature. These layers were patterned using photolithography and Ar ion beam etching.

After the completion of the bottom electrodes, a 15 nm thick TiO$_2$ film was deposited using either RF sputtering or atomic layer deposition (ALD) method. For all the sputtered films, a Rutile target was used, the substrate temperature was maintained at 250 °C, and the chamber pressure was kept at 5 mTorr. Some of the sputtered films were deposited under a pure Ar environment and these will be referred to as ‘0% O$_2$ film’; here ‘0%’ means that no oxygen gas was used during the deposition. Some films, on the other hand, were deposited under a 80:20 ratio of Ar:O$_2$ gas mixture, and these will be referred to as ‘20% O$_2$ film’. After the completion of the deposition
process, the 20% O₂ films were anneal in vacuum for 3 hours at 250 °C (in the sputter chamber, prior to unloading). No such additional anneal was performed for the 0% O₂ films. For the TiO₂ films deposited using the ALD process, Ti(NMe₂)₄ precursor was used with an O₂ plasma oxidation step. The substrate temperature was maintained at either 100 °C or 200 °C. No post-deposition anneal was performed like the sputtered 20% O₂ film, however the deposition time for the ALD process was significantly longer (3 hours) compared to the sputter process (25-30 minutes). After deposition, photolithography and ion beam etching was used to pattern this layer. Finally, a 20 nm thick Pt top electrode layer was deposited using DC sputtering at room temperature and patterned using photolithography and a lift-off process.

The smallest size crossbar fabricated using this photolithography based process had a size of 5 µm × 5 µm. For devices with smaller size than this, electron-beam lithography was used to pattern the top and bottom electrodes. The metal deposition was performed using electron-beam evaporation (rather than sputtering) and liftoff process was used for both the top and the bottom electrodes. No changes where made to the TiO₂ deposition or patterning steps.

Figure 3.3a shows an SEM image of a large array of these devices. Figure 3.3b shows the large metal pads that connect to the top (pad A) and bottom (pad B) electrodes of each device, which facilitate electrical testing. In addition to these two pads, there is an additional metal pad marked as C. This pad is not connected to either one of the electrodes and it is not used during DC tests. However, for electroforming studies with short voltage pulses, it serves as a return path for the signal as will be discussed in detail in the following chapters. Figure 3.3c shows a magnified view of the crossbar device.
Figure 3.2: Process flow for photolithography based device fabrication. (a) Sputter deposition of Ti and Pt for bottom electrode; (b) Photolithography to pattern bottom electrode; (c) Ion beam etching; (d) TiO$_2$ deposition (Sputter or ALD); (e) Photolithography to pattern TiO$_2$ film; (f) Ion beam etching; (g) Photolithography prior to deposition of top electrode metal; (h) Sputter deposition of Pt for top electrode; (i) Lift-off.
Figure 3.3: (a) SEM image of a large array of crossbar devices; (b) individual device with contact pads A, B and C; (c) higher magnification view of the 5 µm x 5 µm sized device defined by the intersection of the top (horizontal) and bottom (vertical) electrode traces.

3.2 Electroforming and Resistance Switching

Electroforming and resistance switching experiments were performed on the crossbar devices using DC voltage sweeps. Figure 3.4 compares the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of pristine (prior to electroforming) 5 µm x 5 µm devices fabricated from the four different types of TiO₂ films discussed in the previous section. All DC sweep experiments were conducted with a Keithley 2400 source-meter. The voltage polarity for all the plots is always in reference to the top electrode (the bottom electrode was the ground terminal). As the I-V sweeps show, for the sputtered films the oxygen content during the deposition process had a large effect on the resistivity of the film. It is difficult to make direct comparison of film resistivity based on the I-V behavior since the current through the device non-linearly depends on the voltage. In general, devices fabricated with 20% O₂ film were found to be 5-6 orders of magnitude more resistive compared to the devices with 0% O₂ film. Generally, sputtered TiO₂ films with 80:20 ratio of Ar to O₂ during deposition produced very resistive films. The 20% O₂ film would have been several orders of magnitude more resistive if the 3 hour post-deposition anneal was not performed (result not shown in the plot). It has been reported
that such anneals can change the crystallinity of the film [83] and cause the adhesion layer Ti to diffuse through the Pt bottom electrode and reduce the TiO$_2$ film [84]. Both of these factors can contribute to reduction of electrical resistivity. Controlling the anneal time was found to be a good method of controlling the resistivity of the 20\% O$_2$ films, although no extensive systematic study was performed to further investigate this matter. For the ALD films, temperature again seemed to play a large role in determining the film resistivity, as the device with TiO$_2$ film deposited at 200 \degree C had more than one order of magnitude lower resistivity compared to the device with film deposited at 100 \degree C.

Figure 3.5 shows the electroforming and resistance switching behavior of 5 \mu m \times 5 \mu m sized devices for these four types of TiO$_2$ films under DC voltage sweep. A current compliance was enforced during both electroforming and resistance switching in order to prevent excessive power dissipation when the device suddenly transitioned to a low resistance state. 10-15 devices were tested for each type of film. Devices based on 200 \degree C ALD films and 20\% O$_2$ sputtered film exhibited the most consistent switching behavior. These devices could be reliably electroformed and switched for many cycles. Although switching was also observed on the more resistive 100 \degree C ALD film, the switching characteristics were generally quite unreliable. Most devices either never
switched or only switched for 1-2 cycles. The devices based on 0% O₂ film were the only ones that did not exhibit any switching at all. After electroforming, they were found to be permanently stuck in a very low resistance state. However, this may be due to high current through these relatively large size devices. When smaller 200 nm × 200 nm devices were fabricated using this 0% O₂ sputtered film, stable resistance switching was obtained as shown in figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Resistance switching in a 200 nm × 200 nm crossbar device fabricated using 0% O$_2$ sputtered film. Inset shows the SEM image of the device.

### 3.3 Transients Associated With Electroforming

The electroforming and resistance switching curves shown in figure 3.5 give the impression that the compliance current enforced by the source-meter prevents current overshoot from occurring when the device resistance suddenly decreases. In general, if the meter detects that the current through the circuit is higher than the set compliance value, it will lower the output voltage in order to ensure that the current stays at or below the maximum limit. However, capacitance associated with the device itself and the experimental setup (cables, probes, and such) will cause electrical discharge through the device as soon as there is a sudden decrease in resistance. Also, detection of the current overshoot condition and the subsequent reduction of the supply voltage cannot be performed infinitely fast. How fast these things take place depends to a large extent on the internal sensing mechanism of the source-meter.

In order to measure the transients associated with current compliance during electroforming, a resistance switching device was connected in series with a 330 Ω resistor and an oscilloscope was used to monitor the voltage across this resistor during the course of the electroforming voltage sweep.
Figure 3.7: (a) Circuit diagram for transient current measurement; (b) Current overshoot in devices immediately preceding electroforming. All four devices used for this experiment was 5 μm × 5 μm in size. For two devices the compliance was set to 0.1 mA (red dotted curves), and for the other two the compliance was set to 1 mA (magenta solid curves).

The circuit for this setup is shown in figure 3.7a. The oscilloscope was setup such that acquisition was triggered as soon as there was a sudden change in voltage across the 330 Ω resistor, indicating a resistance decrease of the device. Since the voltage across a known resistor was capture, this allowed for calculation of the current through the series circuit. This experiment was repeated on multiple devices using two different compliance currents values (0.1 mA and 1 mA). The resulting current transients are shown in figure 3.7b for two devices for each compliance current value. Here time equal to 0 s corresponds to the moment when the device goes through a sudden change in resistance. In most cases the current is much higher than the compliance value for at least 5 μs. In some cases, the time it takes to reach the compliance value is longer than 15 μs. This time scale is heavily dependent on the compliance setting and the magnitude of the resistance change. The maximum overshoot current is only limited by the total series resistance. For this experiment, this resistance is the series combination of the device resistance and the 330 Ω resistor. When electroforming is performed without any series resistor, the current would be only limited by the device resistance and therefore the overshoot could be even larger than what is seen in these plots.
Figure 3.8: DC electroforming of a 5 µm × 5 µm sized device without current compliance. The current exceeds 30 mA during electroforming (green curve), and subsequent DC voltage sweep fails to show any signs of resistance switching (red curve).

Since figure 3.7 shows that current compliance is ineffective for the early portion of the electroforming process, a valid question to ask is whether such a compliance is at all necessary? The short answer to this question is: yes. Figure 3.8 shows an example of electroforming where current compliance was completely removed (by setting it to an extremely large value). Removal of compliance resulted in complete electrical breakdown of the device and no subsequent resistance switching was observed.

There is no doubt that current compliance plays an important role in DC electroforming and resistance switching. Obtaining stable resistance switching on a given TiO_2 film often requires first finding a suitable electroforming and switching ‘recipe’, where the proper compliance values need to be discovered. This often boils down to simple trial and error process during the course of which many devices are usually destroyed. Part of the problem arises from the fact that enforcement of a current compliance does not really control the actual current overshoot, rather it indirectly controls how fast that overshoot is brought under control. This transient depends on the device resistance, experimental setup, and the control circuits within the voltage source. As soon as one
of these variables changes, one needs to restart the whole process. This DC electroforming method is effective and can work reliably once a suitable recipe is found. However if the goal is to learn more about the processes that drive electroforming, then this method provides almost no useful information.

### 3.4 Conclusion

The DC resistance switching experiments performed on crossbar devices of various sizes show that the resistivity of the TiO$_2$ film plays a large role in determining the switching properties of the device. If the film is too conductive or too insulating, the ability to obtain reliable resistance switching diminishes greatly. Resistivity of sputtered films can be controlled by performing a post deposition anneal step, whereas the resistivity of the ALD films can be influence by controlling the deposition temperature. Transient study of the DC electroforming process show that enforcing a current compliance does not prevent current overshoot from occurring during electroforming. These transients current spikes can be tens of microseconds long depending on the experimental setup. Although the compliance setting does not affect the magnitude of the current overshoot, it reduces the time scale over which the devices experience this overshoot. It keeps the devices from being permanently damaged, however it is an imprecise method of controlling the electroforming process.
Chapter 4

Modeling The Dynamics Of Oxygen Vacancy Motion

The switching mechanism of resistance switching devices based on SrTiO$_3$, TiO$_2$, and other oxides discussed in Chapter 2 relies on motion of oxygen vacancies in order to achieve the modulation between several different resistance states [51, 27]. It is possible to achieve a large redistribution of vacancies within these oxides under an electric field [85]. Although, fast switching and long retention time have been experimentally demonstrated on some devices, the argument for vacancy motion as the mechanism behind it has been mostly qualitative in nature [8, 32]. The goal of the modeling work presented in this chapter is to determine whether a realistic operational window for data storage is attainable through this mechanism alone.

To be competitive with existing memory technologies, RRAM devices must switch in less than 100 ns and retain the programmed state for at least 10 years. Therefore, we must establish whether this 15 orders of magnitude time difference between programming speed and retention time is obtainable when vacancy motion alone is at play. Waser et al. [51] have argued that a simple isothermal field-driven redistribution of vacancies, assuming electric field-independent mobility, will not result in dramatic distinction between switching and retention times; this has been labeled as the “Voltage-Time dilemma”. Though several arguments have been proposed to overcome this issue, including field-dependent mobility coupled with thermal events during switching [63, 51, 27],
the extent to which such effects can be applied to achieve the figures of merit of memory devices required is not immediately clear.

The physical model presented here will allow us to examine the dynamics of vacancy motion and to explore the interplay of various key governing parameters, such as temperature, applied and built-in electric fields, vacancy mobility, and its activation energy. The model presented here is applied to a 1-D system where no lateral inhomogeneity of vacancy concentration or migration is significant. This type of model is directly applicable to non-filamentary type devices where resistance switching is not laterally localized to any specific portion of the device area. However, the dynamics explored here is equally applicable to filamentary devices where vacancy motion is still considered to play a dominant role behind formation and dissolution of filaments. In the subsequent sections, details of the model and the method of applying it to simulate a 1-D device will be discussed. Simulation results will be presented that will show the effect of temperature, activation energy, and electric field. The role of secondary effects such as double ionization of vacancies, electromigration, local electric field, etc., that may affect the dynamics of device operation will also be discussed.

4.1 Vacancy Migration Model

The model presented here focuses on a Metal(M1)/Oxide/Metal(M2) type resistance switching device where the deep work function of M1 forms a Schottky interface with the oxide layer due to work function mismatch. This metal interface also blocks transport of ions such as oxygen vacancies, which are mobile and serve as electron donors in the oxide layer. Several recent reports indicate that the effective Schottky barrier height can be modified by an externally applied voltage that induces oxygen vacancy motion inside the oxide [63, 27, 49, 73, 86]. Since ionized vacancies are positively charged, their accumulation near the interface reduces the width of the Schottky barrier depletion region (Fig. 4.1b), whereas a depletion of vacancies has the opposite effect (Fig.
4.1a). This, in turn, modulates the tunneling current through the barrier, resulting in the observed resistance change effect.

The model consists of four main equations. The first three of the four equations are commonly used for semiconductor device modeling, which are the Poisson’s equation (Eq. 4.1) and the continuity equations for electrons (Eq. 4.2) and holes (Eq. 4.3).

\[
\nabla \cdot (\varepsilon_r \varepsilon_o \nabla \psi) = q (p - n + N_D) \tag{4.1}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial n}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{q} \nabla \cdot (q \mu_n n \xi + q D_n \nabla n) \tag{4.2}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial p}{\partial t} = -\frac{1}{q} \nabla \cdot (q \mu_p p \xi - q D_p \nabla p) \tag{4.3}
\]

In the above equations, \( \psi \) is the voltage, \( \varepsilon_r \) is the relative permittivity of the oxide, \( \varepsilon_o \) is the free
space permittivity, $q$ is the unit of electronic charge, $n$, $p$, and $N_D$ are respectively the electron, hole, and ionized donor concentrations, $\xi$ is the electric field, $\mu_n(\mu_p)$ and $D_n(D_p)$ are the electron(hole) mobility and diffusion constants, respectively. For the electron (Eq. 4.2) and hole (Eq. 4.3) continuity equations, only the drift and diffusion currents are taken into account. Effects such as trap-assisted-tunneling or the thermal generation-recombination of carriers are ignored. The term “ionized donors”, $N_D$, in equation 4.1 is used to refer to oxygen vacancies in the oxide layer; and all oxygen vacancies in this model are considered to be singly ionized and therefore carry a charge of +1 [87]. To account for the time dependence of the vacancy motion, equation 4.4 below is used.

$$\frac{\partial N_D}{\partial t} = -\frac{1}{q} \nabla \cdot J_{N_D} \quad (4.4)$$

Here, $J_{N_D}$ is the vacancy flux, which was modeled by a standard lattice-site hopping model, shown schematically in figure 4.2a. The hopping probability of an oxygen vacancy from one lattice site to the adjacent available one, an $\alpha$ distance away, is exponentially dependent on the activation energy barrier, $E_a$, between the two sites. However, since the oxygen vacancy is positively charged, under an electric field, this energy barrier can be skewed in the direction of the electric field by $\xi q \alpha$ as shown schematically in figure 4.2b. In this expression $q$ represents the charge of the oxygen vacancy which is singly ionized with +1 charge. Considering the forward and backward hopping rates, using a Boltzmanns distribution, the expression for vacancy flux, $J_{N_D}$, can be expressed as shown in equation 4.5.

$$J_{N_D} = \frac{1}{2} \alpha N_{DL} f_o \exp \left( -\frac{E_a}{k_B T} + \frac{\xi q \alpha}{2k_B T} \right) \left( 1 - \frac{N_{DR}}{N_{D_{max}}} \right)$$

$$- \frac{1}{2} \alpha N_{DR} f_o \exp \left( -\frac{E_a}{k_B T} - \frac{\xi q \alpha}{2k_B T} \right) \left( 1 - \frac{N_{DL}}{N_{D_{max}}} \right) \quad (4.5)$$

The first terms in equation 4.5, $\frac{1}{2} \alpha N_{DL} f_o \exp \left( -\frac{E_a}{k_B T} + \frac{\xi q \alpha}{2k_B T} \right) \left( 1 - \frac{N_{DR}}{N_{D_{max}}} \right)$, represents the va-
cancy flux from the left side of the energy barrier to the right, and the second term represents flux from the right side to the left. Starting with the expression for left to right $-\frac{E_a}{k_B T}$ Inside the exponential represent the effect of activation energy barrier where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann’s constant and $T$ is the temperature. The second term inside the exponential, $\frac{\xi q_0}{2k_BT}$ represents the change in energy barrier due to electric field, $\xi$. In this term, the 2 in the denominator appears because, as figure 4.2b shows, only half of the change in energy barrier due to electric field is applied to each side of the barrier. In the pre-factor in front of the exponential term, $f_o$ is the average attempt frequency with which each vacancy tries to surmount the barrier, and $N_{DL}$ is the vacancy concentration on the left side of the barrier. Also, from any given location, each vacancy can either hop to the left or the right side of its current location. Since we are only concerned about keeping track of vacancies going from left to right, on average only about half of the jumps will go in that direction. Therefore, in the prefactor, $\frac{1}{2}$ is used to take this effect into account. Finally, the term $\left(1 - \frac{N_{DR}}{N_{Dmax}}\right)$ is used to impose a limit on vacancy migration when a maximum attainable vacancy concentration, $N_{D_{max}}$ has been reached in the direction of the vacancy hop. This maximum attainable vacancy concentration is related to the maximum oxygen site concentration in the crystal that can accommodate vacancies (thermodynamic factors are not included; which would explicitly describe the accommodation of defects as a function of the defect chemical potential within the crystal [88]). When the vacancy concentration on the right side of the barrier, $N_{DR}$, starts to approach $N_{D_{max}}$, this term reduces the flux proportionally. The term in equation 4.5 that corresponds to vacancy flux from right to left can be similarly broken down into its individual components and the meaning of each part is analogous to the ones discussed above.

The terms $N_{DL}$ and $N_{DR}$ can be expressed in terms of $N_D$ using equations 4.6 and 4.7 respectively. Also, the activation energy term containing $E_a$ in equation 4.5 can be factored out and
Figure 4.2: (a) In the absence of an electric field, oxygen vacancies encounter a symmetric energy barrier $E_a$ hopping from one side to another. Under this condition, the flux in either direction is the same, leading to a net zero flux; (b) Presence of an electric field lowers the barrier on one side while increasing it on the other side, leading to a net flux in the direction of the electric field.

Combined with the pre-factors to define the diffusion constant, $D_o$, as shown in equation 4.8.

$$N_{DL} = N_D - \frac{\alpha}{2} \frac{dN_D}{dx}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

$$N_{DR} = N_D + \frac{\alpha}{2} \frac{dN_D}{dx}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

$$D_o = \frac{1}{2} \alpha^2 f_0 e^{-\frac{E_a}{k_B T}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

By substituting equation 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 into equation 4.5 and removing second order terms, a simplified form can be obtained (Eq. 4.9).

$$J_{ND} = \frac{2}{\alpha} D_o N_D sinh \left( \frac{\xi q \alpha}{2k_B T} \right) \left( 1 - \frac{N_D}{N_{D_{max}}} \right)$$

$$- \frac{dN_D}{dx} cosh \left( \frac{\xi q \alpha}{2k_B T} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.9)

When the electric field is small so that $\frac{\xi q \alpha}{2k_B T} \leq 0.1$ and $N_D \ll N_{D_{max}}$, equation 4.9 reduces to a simpler form where the first term represents the drift of vacancies due to electric field and second
term represents diffusion due to concentration gradient. The familiar Nernst-Einstein relationship where vacancy mobility $\mu = \frac{D_o q}{k_B T}$ also becomes evident in that case. However, for the more general case, the drift velocity of vacancies is defined from the first term of 4.9, and is given as:

$$v_{ND} = \frac{2}{\alpha} D_o sinh\left( \frac{\xi q \alpha}{2k_B T} \right) \left( 1 - \frac{N_D}{N_{D,max}} \right)$$

(4.10)

Equations 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 (after substituting the expression for $J_{ND}$ from equation 4.9 into equation 4.4) fully describe the model that we used to explore the transient characteristics of the Schottky resistance switching device. The transient characteristic of vacancy transport, as represented by equations 4.4 and 4.9, is coupled to the Schottky interface through the $N_D$ term in equation 4.1. Any change in vacancy concentration affects the potential profile $\psi$ of the device, which in turn affects the device current-voltage characteristics. Current flow through the device consists of the drift and diffusion components in equation 4.2 and equation 4.3, which captures the thermionic emission of carriers over the Schottky barrier. Additionally, a parallel channel of tunneling current is calculated in the vicinity of the Schottky interface following the scheme outlined in [89]. The parameters of most interest for the study of dynamics of vacancy motion are $\xi$, $T$, and $E_a$, which control the timescale of switching and retention. Equation 4.10 is used to calculate the drift velocity of vacancies that corresponds to specific switching and retention conditions.

4.2 Model Implementation

Device Structure For Simulation

As mentioned earlier, the vacancy migration model discussed in the previous section was implemented on a 1-D Metal(M1)/Oxide/Metal(M2) structure, as shown in figure 4.3a. For the oxide layer, material parameters of SrTiO$_3$ were used. Motion of oxygen vacancies has been widely stud-
ied in SrTiO\textsubscript{3} and it is known to be able to accommodate large changes in vacancy concentration without going through any phase transformation. Since, with this model we are only looking at the dynamics of vacancy motion, ignoring secondary effects such as formation of secondary phases, the choice of oxide does not have a significant impact on the final result. Results obtained here can be easily generalize to other oxide based systems as long as the ionic motion blocking Schottky barrier condition holds true at the M1/Oxide interface. Consequently, M1 was modeled as a deep work function metal, such as Pt, that forms a Schottky contact with vacancy-doped SrTiO\textsubscript{3} due to the work function mismatch between the two layers; and it was treated as a blocking interface, such that donors/vacancies cannot cross the interface. M2 was modeled as a highly conductive oxide contact that forms an ohmic, non-oxygen-blocking contact with SrTiO\textsubscript{3} (such as conductive SrTiO\textsubscript{3} or SrRuO\textsubscript{3} [49]). Therefore, M2 acts as a source or a sink of oxygen vacancies to the SrTiO\textsubscript{3} layer, as necessary. The initial doping of the SrTiO\textsubscript{3} layer was assumed to be uniform with a concentration of 1×10\textsuperscript{18} cm\textsuperscript{−3}. Also, the vacancy concentration at the SrTiO\textsubscript{3}/M2 interface was fixed at the value of 1×10\textsuperscript{18} cm\textsuperscript{−3} throughout the simulation. The temperature was maintained at 300 K for all simulations. The remaining material parameters and constants used in the simulation are listed in table 4.1. Using these parameters, the energy band structure prior to start of the simulation is shown in figure 4.3b.

One important parameter value that has not been discussed for is the activation energy, $E_a$ for vacancy motion. Reported value of activation energy for vacancy motion in SrTiO\textsubscript{3} varies between 0.6-2.2 eV [42, 92]. Instead of selecting a single value of $E_a$, the simulation is performed with several different values of activation energies in order to fully explore its impact on switching dynamics.
Figure 4.3: (a) Schematic of the M1/SrTiO$_3$/M2 structure used for simulation; (b) Energy band diagram showing position of the fermi levels in each layer prior to the start of the simulation. Due to the large work function difference between M1 and SrTiO$_3$, a Schottky barrier is formed at that interface. In order to create an ohmic contact, the fermi level of M2 was chosen such that it matches perfectly with the fermi level of the SrTiO$_3$ layer.

Simulation Setup

The simulation solver loop is shown schematically in figure 4.4. The four coupled differential equations (Eq. 4.1-4.4) were solved iteratively. Since we are interested in the finding out the temporal evolution of the vacancy profile and its impact on device current-voltage characteristics, ideally all four equations should be solved using a time dependent solver. However, since the mobility of electrons and holes are many orders of magnitude faster than the mobility of oxygen vacancies, performing full transient simulation for all four equations is intractable. Time steps necessary to capture the transients of electron and hole motion need to be much smaller than the time steps needed for vacancy motion. In order to get around this problem, time stepping was carried out for equation 4.4, while the time dependent portions of equations 4.2 and 4.3 were set to zero. Adopting this method implies that the electrons and holes achieve steady state distributions instantaneously when compared to the time scale of vacancy motion. Again, this is a reasonable assumption given the mobility of vacancies vs. mobility of electrons and holes. As an example,
Table 4.1: Material parameters and constants for simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SrTiO$_3$ Thickness</td>
<td>50 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandgap, $E_g$</td>
<td>3.2 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron affinity, $\chi$ [90]</td>
<td>4.1 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron mobility, $\mu_n$ [91]</td>
<td>6 cm$^2$/V s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole mobility, $\mu_p$ [91]</td>
<td>5 cm$^2$/V s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron Effective mass, $m_n$</td>
<td>$5m_o$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hole effective mass, $m_p$</td>
<td>$5m_o$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap between oxygen sites, $\alpha$</td>
<td>2.76 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. allowed vacancy conc., $N_{d_{max}}$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempt frequency, $f_o$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{13}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1 work function, $\phi_{M1}$</td>
<td>5.8 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2 work function, $\phi_{M2}$</td>
<td>4.25 eV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative permittivity, $\varepsilon_r$</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron mass, $m_o$</td>
<td>$9.11 \times 10^{-31}$ kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boltzmann constant, $k_B$</td>
<td>$1.38 \times 10^{-23}$ J/K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum permittivity, $\varepsilon_o$</td>
<td>$8.85 \times 10^{-12}$ F/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic charge, $q$</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^{-19}$ C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plank’s constant, $h$</td>
<td>$6.626 \times 10^{-34}$ J s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

if we assume $E_a = 0.6$ eV and $T = 300$ K, using equation 4.8, we get $D_o = 3.24 \times 10^{-13}$ cm$^2$/s.

Using the Nernst-Einstein relations of $\mu = \frac{D_o q}{k_B T}$, where $\mu$ represents vacancy mobility, we get $\mu = 1.25 \times 10^{-11}$ cm$^2$/Vs. Comparing this value with the electron and hole mobility listed in table 4.1 clearly justifies the use of this ‘quasi-transient’ solver approach.

The three components that make up the total current through the device are the tunneling current, and the drift and diffusion currents of electrons (Eq. 4.2) and holes (Eq. 4.3). The potential profile obtained from the self-consistent solution to equation 4.1-4.4 are used to calculate the tunneling probability through the Schottky barrier and the total tunneling current following the scheme described by Sze [ref]. Then all three components of the current are summed together to get the total current at the given applied voltage. Throughout the simulation all voltage values are referenced with respect to the M1 contact, while the M2 contact is assumed to be grounded.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic shows the solver loop used to couple steady-state solution of Poisson’s equation (Eq. 4.1) and continuity equations for electrons (Eq. 4.2) and holes (Eq. 4.3) with the transient solution of donor continuity equation (Eq. 4.4). When the current voltage (I-V) characteristics of the device is desired for a given donor concentration profile, only the steady state portion of the solver is used while varying the boundary condition which reflects the externally applied bias.
4.3 Simulation Results

Programming

The presence of a large built-in electric field in the direction of the Schottky interface, owing to the small thickness of the SrTiO$_3$ layer and large work function difference between the two metal contacts, acts to modify the initial uniform vacancy concentration. In the simulation, the device was first equilibrated by determining the long-time solution to equations 4.1-4.4 with zero applied external bias. Figures 4.5a and 4.5b compares the initial vacancy and potential profiles with the corresponding equilibrium profiles. Due to the built-in electric field, vacancies accumulate next to the Schottky contact and get depleted from the SrTiO$_3$/M2 interface. However, since the SrTiO$_3$/M2 is treated as an open interface which can act as a source or sink, more vacancies get injected into the oxide layer as soon as the interface concentration begins to decreases. On the other hand, at the donor blocking Schottky interface, vacancies continue to accumulate until it reaches the maximum attainable concentration, $N_{D_{\text{max}}}$, which was set to $2 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$. As a result of the injected vacancies from the M2 contact, the equilibrium Schottky barrier depletion width is much thinner when compared to the barrier width of the initial uniform vacancy concentration profile.

In order to test the programmability of the device, once the equilibrium profile was achieved, a ± 5 V pulse was applied for 100 ns to program the device to either the ON or OFF state. For this simulation the activation energy, $E_a$, was chosen to be 0.175 eV and the temperature was 300 K. Application of a -5 V pulse causes the vacancy concentration at the Schottky interface to increase. As a result, the Schottky barrier depletion width decreases and thereby the tunneling current increases slightly. This is designated as the 'ON' state, since the device current in this state should be higher than the equilibrium state. However, since the vacancy concentration in the equilibrium state was already quite high at the M1/SrTiO$_3$ interface due to built-in electric field,
Figure 4.5: (a) Initial vacancy concentration prior to the start of the simulation is set to $1 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$. At equilibrium, there is significant accumulation of vacancies at the Schottky barrier due to built-in electric field. The maximum concentration at the interface is limited to $2 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$; (b) Corresponding potential profiles.

this -5 V programming pulse only very modestly increases the vacancy concentration. As a result, the potential profile is also only slightly affected by this redistribution. The application of +5 V, 100 ns pulse has the opposite effect on vacancy motion. Positive bias causes the vacancies near the M1/SrTiO$_3$ interface region to deplete from the equilibrium value and spread throughout the SrTiO$_3$ layer. This redistribution considerably affects the potential profile, which leads to a larger depletion region and consequently, smaller tunneling current. Figure 4.6 shows the ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ state vacancy concentration and potential profiles immediately after the application of the 100ns programming pulses.

**Retention**

The vacancy profiles achieved immediately after the application of the programming pulses are not kinetically stable. Given enough time, drift due to built-in electric field and diffusion due to concentration gradients will cause the vacancy distributions to be restored to the equilibrium profile shown in figure 4.5a. This effect, in essence, defines the retention characteristics of the
Device. Retention was investigated by simulating the vacancy profiles evolution as a function of time, in the absence of an applied voltage and using different values of the activation energy for vacancy migration. In each case, the ON and OFF state vacancy profiles (Fig. 4.6a) were used as the starting points.

Figure 4.7 shows the evolution of the vacancy profile from both the ON and OFF states, for an activation energy of 0.175 eV at $T = 300$ K after the programming pulse is removed. During this evolution, after each time step, the current through the device at -1 V is calculated for each new vacancy profile. This current for both the ON and OFF states as a function of time, for three different activation energies (0.175 eV, 0.6 eV and 1.02 eV), are shown in figure 4.8. As expected, as the vacancy profile evolves toward the equilibrium profile, the ON state current decreases and the OFF state current increases. Given long enough time, both states eventually merge to the same value of current, with higher activation energies taking longer. The initial changes in current with time are nearly linear on the log-log plot. However, the rate of change accelerates appreciably near the end (the OFF state has a complicated state of current owing to the profile evolution).
Figure 4.7: Evolution of ON (a) and OFF (b) state profiles towards equilibrium at $T = 300$ K with $E_a = 0.175$ eV. Once the programming pulse is removed, the internal electric field and concentration gradient slowly restores the original equilibrium profile.

In literature, linear extrapolation of the early time data is used to estimate the retention time of devices. However, as figure 4.8 shows, this can greatly overestimate the retention time.

If we define the retention time of our device as the time at which the difference in current between the OFF and ON state is lower than two orders of magnitude, then the upper dashed line (in Fig. 4.8 marked as ‘ON Threshold’) indicate the retention current for the ON state and the lower dashed line (‘OFF Threshold’) indicate the retention current for the OFF state. For an activation energy of 1.02 eV, this time is $\approx 10$ years. For lower values of energies, the time is reduced drastically, $\approx 6.8$ µs for 0.175 eV and $\approx 36$ seconds for 0.6 eV. It is also interesting to look at the dynamic range in time between programming speed and retention time for a given set of $E_a$, $T$, and $\xi$. The programmed vacancy profiles which were used (shown in Fig. 4.6a) as the starting point for the retention simulations resulted from the application of a 100 ns long $\pm 5$ V pulse to a material with an activation energy of 0.175 eV; and for this case, the retention time was $\approx 6.8$ µs. In other words, the retention time was only two orders of magnitude larger than the programming time. Similar results were observed for other activation energies as well, meaning
Figure 4.8: Current density measured at -1 V as a function of time for three different activation energies for vacancy migration. Current is measured periodically as the vacancy profile evolves from the programmed to equilibrium state (at $T = 300$ K). The two dotted lines marked as ‘On Threshold’ and ‘OFF Threshold’ indicate two orders of magnitude difference in current between the ON and OFF state. This is defined as retention. To achieve 10 years of retention, activation energy of 1.02 or larger is necessary.

the writing times needed to generate similar profiles to those shown in figure 4.6a are also only 1-2 orders of magnitude lower than the retention time, values unacceptable for data storage. Ideally, we would like to switch under the condition where the material behaved as if the activation energy for writing was $\approx 0.175$ eV ($T = 300$ K) and for reading it was $\approx 1.02$ eV. As mentioned earlier, three primary factors that control the timescale of programming are activation energy, temperature, and electric field. We would like to investigate if there exist any reasonable combination of these three parameters that will result in suitable switching and retention times.

4.4 Role Of Temperature, Activation Energy, And Electric Field

The effects of temperature, activation energy and electric field on device characteristics can be generalized from the simulation carried out for the 0.175 eV and 1.02 eV cases. Considering programming first, the ON and OFF state donor profiles shown in figure 4.6a were obtained under
the conditions of $E_a = 0.175$ eV, $V = \pm 5$ V, and $T = 300$ K. Under these conditions, programming the device from equilibrium state was possible in 100 ns. Using these parameters in equation 4.9, we can calculate a drift velocity of 0.67 nm/ns. For this calculation, the electric field, $\xi$, was assumed to be $\pm 5$ V/50 nm, or 1 MV/cm. On the other hand, when we consider data retention, we see from figure 4.8 that in order to achieve 10 years of retention, we needed $E_a = 1.02$ eV at $T = 300$ K. The drift velocity for this case is calculated to be $3.3 \times 10^{-15}$ nm/ns. For this calculation, the electric field is assumed to be 0.31 MV/cm. This is the built-in electric field that results from the 1.55 eV work function difference between the two electrodes, which works to restore the equilibrium vacancy profile starting from the OFF state. Here, we are considering the OFF to equilibrium transition because the change in vacancy profile and device current is more drastic for this transition than the ON to equilibrium transition. The electric field calculation was done by assuming that the potential drops linearly from one electrode to another (Fig. 4.6b). This assumption is valid during most the of the retention time period (until there is significant vacancy accumulation at the Schottky interface), and therefore for the purpose of estimating the timescale of vacancy motion, this can serve as a good approximate value.

**Temperature**

While all the simulations discussed so far was carried out at $T = 300$ K, retention characteristics under higher operating temperatures (e.g. 85 °C) are often desired. We can approximate the characteristics under higher temperatures from room temperature conditions. Under retention conditions, when the electric field is small (since there is no externally applied voltage), the electric-field dependence of vacancy mobility in equation 4.9 can be safely ignored. Consequently, the temperature dependence of vacancy flux mostly depend on $E_a/k_B T$ term embedded in $D_o$ in that equation. Therefore for a given set of $E_a$ and $T$, as long as the ratio $E_a/k_B T$ stays constant, the
retention characteristics would be similar. As an example, the retention characteristic with $E_a = 1.02$ eV and $T = 300$ K would be the same for $E_a = 1.22$ eV and $T = 360$ K ($85^\circ$C), since $1.02$ eV/($k_B$ 300 K) = $1.22$ eV/($k_B$ 360 K). Therefore, in order to have the same retentions properties at a higher operating temperature, a higher activation energy would be necessary.

**Activation Energy**

Figure 4.9 compares the drift velocity as a function for temperature for several different activation energies. For each activation energy, the drift velocity is plotted for two different electric fields; one corresponding to the programming field of 1 MV/cm and the second corresponding to the retention field of 0.31 MV/cm. The velocity corresponding to 100 ns write time ($0.67$ nm/ns) is marked as the Write-Line on the plot, and the velocity corresponding to 10 years of retention ($3.3 \times 10^{-15}$ nm/ns) is marked as the Read-Line. It is obvious that for none of these activation energies, velocities appropriate both for 10 years of retention and 100 ns writing time is achievable. For a 1.02 eV and 1.3 eV activation energies, 10 years of retention can be achieved, but vacancies cannot move fast enough to achieve a 100 ns programming time even with temperatures as high as 2100 K. For a 0.175 eV activation energy, vacancies can move fast enough at room temperature for 100 ns programming, but is always too high for 10 years of retention. In other words, there does not seem to be any reasonable combination of activation energy and temperature that control the timescale of device evolution, that lead to a reasonable operational window for Schottky type devices based on uniform ionic motion.

**Electric Field**

Electric field is the third major parameter which can have a large impact on device behavior. Figure 4.9 examines a wide range of temperatures and activation energies, but it only considers
two electric fields (1 MV/cm and 0.31 MV/cm). While for the low activation energy case (0.175 eV), the vacancy velocity cannot be slowed down (thus, long retention is never possible), for the high activation energy case (1.02 eV) the velocity can be increased by increasing the applied electric field during programming. Therefore it is worthwhile to look at how much the electric field needs to be increased in order to achieve a reasonably fast programming time. According to equation 4.10, vacancy velocity is exponentially related to the electric field. Figure 4.10 shows several vacancy velocities for the 1.02 eV activation energy as a function of both electric field and temperature. The line corresponding to the velocity needed to achieve 100 ns programming time (0.67 nm/ns) is highlighted in red (dashed). From this line we see that, in order to achieve 100 ns programming with 1 MV/cm electric field, the temperature needs to be approximately 2400 K. On the other hand, to achieve the same programming time at a lower temperature, e.g. 1000 K, the field needs to be $\approx 30.5$ MV/cm (that is 153 volts over the 50 nm oxide layer!). Considering the electrical
breakdown characteristics of oxides [93], applying a field much larger than 3-4 MV/cm does not seem reasonable. Therefore, like the activation energy and temperature, tuning the device behavior by increasing the electric field also does not seem to get us all the way to the desired operation limits. Regardless of whether the region of ionic motion is uniform throughout the device or confined to a small portion of the device, the same trade-offs among electric field, temperature and activation energy exist will exist.

![Graph](image)

Figure 4.10: Vacancy velocity for $E_a = 1.02$ eV as a function of electric field and temperature. 0.67 nm/ns is needed to achieve 100 ns programming with ± 5 V pulse.

Few other factors, such as double ionization of vacancies, electromigration and local electric fields, that may also play some role in determining the device behavior is briefly discussed below.

### 4.5 Other Factors Affecting Vacancy Motion Dynamics

**Vacancy Ionization Level**

Throughout our discussion so far, we have operated under the assumption that oxygen vacancies are singly ionized. However, it has been suggested that vacancies in some cases may be doubly
ionized [94]. To evaluate the impact of double ionization, simulations were carried out with vacancy ionization level set to +2. In order to incorporate this into the model, equations 4.1 and 4.5 were modified as shown in equation 4.11 and 4.12 respectively.

\[
\nabla \cdot (\varepsilon_r \varepsilon_o \nabla \psi) = q (p - n + 2N_D) \quad (4.11)
\]

\[
J_{ND} = \frac{1}{2} \alpha N_{DL} f_o \exp \left( -\frac{E_a}{k_BT} + \frac{\xi q \alpha}{k_BT} \right) \left( 1 - \frac{N_{DR}}{N_{D_{max}}} \right) - \frac{1}{2} \alpha N_{DR} f_o \exp \left( -\frac{E_a}{k_BT} - \frac{\xi q \alpha}{k_BT} \right) \left( 1 - \frac{N_{DL}}{N_{D_{max}}} \right) \quad (4.12)
\]

Simulation results indicate that when the same switching pulse (100 ns and ±5 V) is applied, the retention time for doubly ionized case is 6.35 µs compared to 1.58 µs for the singly ionized vacancies with \( E_a = 0.175 \) eV (shown in figure 4.11). Similar differences in retention time is observed for other values of activation energies as well. This difference is due to higher ON state and lower OFF state initial currents that results from higher vacancy migration (thus, a stronger ‘write’ operation) due to stronger influence of electric field on doubly ionized vacancies. As figure 4.12 shows, there is a shift in both the vacancy and potential profiles between the singly and doubly ionized cases in equilibrium, ON and OFF states. Since double ionization lead to higher charge density, the depletion width is shorter in the equilibrium and ON states compared to the singly ionized case. However, in the OFF state, more vacancies migrate away from the interface in the doubly ionized case because the force on each ion is greater from the applied electric field due to the higher charged state. These effects combine to give a lower OFF current and higher ON current when compared to the singly ionized case. Although the ON and OFF current levels are different, the retention time does not change by orders of magnitude. This is because the effect of electric field on vacancy drift during retention period is also twice as high when the vacancies are charged +2 instead of +1. Therefore, the fundamental dilemma remains the same regardless of the vacancy ionization level.
Electromigration

Electromigration is another mechanism which has been linked to a possible way of obtaining a wider operational window for these devices. Physically this mechanism is explained as increased ion motion owing to a high number of electron impacts with the ions due to high device current [95]. This can be equated to an effective reduction in the activation energy. Typical reductions in activation energies have been reported to be $\approx 20\%$ [96]. As an example, if $E_a = 1.02 \text{ eV}$, under high electric field when there is high current (e.g. under programming conditions), incorporation of the electromigration effect would make the device behave as if it had an activation energy of 0.816 eV. Yet again, like the doubly ionized vacancies case, the change in activation energy is in a favorable direction; however, the effect is not large enough to alter the programming or retention behavior in any significant way.
Figure 4.12: Equilibrium potential (a) and vacancy (b) profiles; ON state potential (c) and vacancy (d) profiles; OFF state potential (e) and vacancy (f) profiles for singly and doubly ionized vacancies.
Local Electric Field

Another mechanism that has been proposed is that the local electric field (acting on an atomic site) inside the dielectric is much greater than the macroscopically observed (applied) field \[52\]. According to the Lorentz relationship, the local field, \(\xi_{\text{local}}\), at an atom in a dielectric is given by equation 4.13.

\[
\xi_{\text{local}} = \xi (1 + F\varepsilon_r) \tag{4.13}
\]

where, \(\varepsilon_r\) is the dielectric susceptibility, and \(F\) is the Lorentz factor. Therefore, in materials with high dielectric susceptibilities exposed to large electric fields, such as SrTiO\(_3\) with \(\varepsilon_r = 300\), it is possible to achieve local fields that are significantly (orders of magnitude) higher than the external field, depending on the Lorentz factor. When the local field is large enough, the velocity of vacancies is substantially increased since they are exponentially related. As a result, the difference in vacancy velocity under the built-in field and applied field significantly increases, as shown in figure 4.13 using \(F = 0.2\) for activation energy of 1.3 eV (though field dependent dielectric constant \[93\] was not included in this calculation, which would complicate the picture somewhat). It is apparent that the separation between the solid (low field) and dashed (high field) lines is much larger and the velocity is higher than that determined in figure 4.9. The low field and low temperature retention time is greater than the value needed or 10 years (point ‘b’ in figure 4.13), while the local field increase combined with a reasonable temperature rise (700K) leads to a 100 ns programming time (point ‘a’). However, this whole argument in favor of local field is presented as purely a mathematical exercise. The appropriateness of inclusion of local field with regard to calculation of vacancy mobility remains to be verified. Several reports have described the effects of the local field (or field gradient) on ion displacements \[97, 98\] in dielectrics. It has also been argued that when ion hopping takes place between crystallographically similar sites, the local field plays no role.
in determining the hopping rate [99, 100]. From an energy conservation perspective, this argument certainly has merit. On average, the only electric field experienced by a migrating ion is the macroscopic field. Any local enhancement of that field in one part of the crystal must be balanced by reduction in other parts. While a physical parameter capable of causing static ion displacements was deemed worthy of consideration in the model, it is clear that experimental verification of such an effect is needed before it is given any serious consideration.

4.6 Conclusion

The model and simulation results presented here, incorporating only standard physical parameters, demonstrate quantitatively the fundamental conflict between retention and programming dynamics that is present in any resistance switching device based on homogeneous ion motion. Although the results presented here were specific to a SrTiO$_3$ based Schottky type device, the model is general and can be applied to other device geometries and material systems. It is clear that
no reasonable combination of electric field, temperature, and activation energy can lead to an appropriate operating window for these devices. Secondary effects, such as electromigration, are not expected to significantly improve this condition either. The exponential dependence of vacancy velocity on electric fields, which is often invoked in literature to explain resistive switching, does not seem to provide the necessary dynamic range. Based on the mechanisms described here, one can come up with contrived situations and device geometries [101] which may seem promising, however, the general case of a simple metal/oxide/metal type system cannot be explained fully. Other mechanism, those not included in this model, such as formation of secondary phases of oxides due to oxygen ion migration must be examined carefully in order to fully understand how this fundamental conflict can be resolved. In systems dominated by filamentary conduction, these other mechanisms will have a large role in determining the dynamics. How the electric field and temperature affects the device behavior in those systems may also be different than the assumptions used in this model.
Chapter 5

Time-Dependent Electroforming Study

In chapter 3, some of the factors related to device design and test protocols that can impact the electroforming and the switching characteristics of TiO$_2$ based devices were discussed. It was observed that the control of compliance current during electroforming with DC voltage sweeps is a critical factor for obtaining stable resistive switching. Although, it is clear that events that take place during electroforming are intimately connected to the subsequent resistive switching phenomenon, there is a surprising lack of any extensive study on electroforming. This is partially due to the fact that electroforming is an one-time non-reversible event, which makes it particularly difficult to study. It is generally believed that the conductive filaments that are responsible for resistive switching are formed during the electroforming step. However, exactly what conditions trigger the formation of these filaments and how such events can be controlled remains largely unknown.

Figure 5.1 shows an example of resistance switching and electroforming with DC voltage sweep similar to many cases discussed in chapter 3. In that chapter, the transient current overshoot associated with enforcing a compliance current during DC electroforming was discussed in detail. However that experiment only showed the time dependent behavior of the compliance process where the transients were dictated by the current control mechanism of the voltage source. It did not show
the actual change of resistance as a function of time of the device itself. The voltage and current transients that take place during this transition period (between P1 and P2) was not captured and therefore no information was gained about the events that took place during this time.

![Figure 5.1: Electroforming and resistance switching of a 5 µm × 5 µm device with DC voltage sweep. Point P1 and P2 marks the voltage and current just prior to and immediately after electroforming, respectively. The transient change in voltage and current from P1 to P2 cannot be measured using this DC method.](image)

In order to overcome the limitations posed by the DC electroforming method, in this chapter a method will be discussed where electroforming is induced using voltage pulses of controlled amplitude and time span. This allows for examination of the transient voltage, current, and power dissipation of the device during the electroforming process. This chapter is organized into three sections. In the first section, the experimental setup necessary for the pulsed electroforming study is described. The second section is focused on the dynamics of the electroforming process. Here the correlation among the electroforming voltage, time, and the ambient temperature from various types of pulsing experiments will be discussed along with how these electroforming conditions affect the subsequent resistance switching properties of the device. In the third section a thermal model of the device will be presented and some of the experimental observations will be correlated with predications from this model.
5.1 Experimental Setup

All the pulsed experiments described in this and the next two chapters were carried out using 5 \( \mu \text{m} \times 5 \mu \text{m} \) sized devices. These devices were fabricated using TiO\(_2\) films deposited using ALD method at 200 °C. The device geometry (shown in chapter 3, figure 3.3b) was designed such that both DC and high speed pulsing experiments could be performed on the same structure. For simple DC experiments (performed using Keithley 2400 source-meter), pads A and B were used to access the top and bottom electrodes of the device, respectively. For high speed pulsing experiments all three pads (A, B, and C) were utilized. The experimented setup is shown in figure 5.2a. Two GS-type microwave probes are used for this setup. One probe connects a voltage pulse source (Agilent 81110A) between pad pair A-C and the second probe connects an oscilloscope (Agilent DSO6104A) between pad pair A-B. The resulting circuit is shown in figure 5.2b. This connection method essentially creates a series circuit containing the input impedance of the pulse source \((z_o = 50 \ \Omega)\), the oxide device, and the termination resistance of the oscilloscope (set to \(z_o\) to match the characteristics impedance of cables and the microwave probes).

![Diagram](image.png)

Figure 5.2: (a) Two GS-type microwave probes are used to connect the pulse generator and the oscilloscope to the device; (b) Circuit corresponding to the connection.

Because of the series configuration of the circuit in figure 5.2b, the oxide device and the 50 \( \Omega \)
resistance of the oscilloscope forms a voltage divider network. If the voltage generated by the pulse source \( V_p \) is known, then by measuring the voltage drop over the oscilloscope \( V_s \) the voltage \( V_d \), current \( I_d \) and resistance \( R_d \) of the oxide device can be calculated. Equations 5.1 and 5.2 show the expressions for \( V_d \) and \( V_s \), respectively.

\[
V_d = V_p \left( 1 + \frac{(R_d + z_o) - z_o}{(R_d + z_o) + z_o} \right) \left( \frac{R_d}{R_d + z_o} \right) \tag{5.1}
\]

\[
V_s = V_p \left( 1 + \frac{(R_d + z_o) - z_o}{(R_d + z_o) + z_o} \right) \left( \frac{z_o}{R_d + z_o} \right) \tag{5.2}
\]

In equation 5.1, the term \( 1 + \frac{(R_d + z_o) - z_o}{(R_d + z_o) + z_o} \) is the voltage across the series combination of the oxide device and the oscilloscope termination resistance, taking into account the incident pulse and the reflected pulse due to impedance mismatch. The term \( \frac{R_d}{R_d + z_o} \) represents the portion of the voltage that is dropped across the oxide device. Equation 5.2 is identical to 5.1, except that it calculates the voltage drop across the oscilloscope. The two terms, \( R_d \) and \( V_d \) are the only unknown quantities in these equations. The values for the other three variables in these equations, namely \( V_p \), \( V_s \), and \( z_o \), are all known. \( V_p \) is controlled through the pulse source, \( V_s \) is capture by the oscilloscope and \( z_o = 50 \, \Omega \). The solutions for \( R_d \) and \( V_d \) in terms of \( V_p \), \( V_s \), and \( z_o \) are given in equations 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. \( I_d \), calculated based on \( V_d \) and \( R_d \) using Ohm’s law, is given in equation 5.5.

\[
R_d = \frac{2z_o (V_p - V_s)}{V_s} \tag{5.3}
\]

\[
V_d = 2 (V_p - V_s) \tag{5.4}
\]

\[
I_d = \frac{V_d}{R_d} = \frac{V_s}{z_o} \tag{5.5}
\]

For all the pulsed electroforming experiments, voltage pulses generated by the pulse source
had a rise and fall time of \( \approx 2.5 \) ns. The experimental setup described above does not allow for independent measurement of this pulse; only the voltage drop over the oscilloscope is measured. As a result, the value \( V_p \) in equations 5.3 and 5.4 is only known when the pulse amplitude from the pulse source reaches its specified value. therefore, \( R_d \) and \( V_d \) can only be calculated when \( V_p \) value is steady and not during the rise and fall time of the pulse.

### 5.2 Pulse Induced Electroforming

In order to learn about various aspects of electroforming, using the setup described in the previous section, three types of pulsed electroforming experiments were performed. For clarity of explanation, they will be referred to as ‘fixed pulse width’, ‘fixed pulse amplitude’, and ‘pulse-train’ experiments.

**Experiment 1: ‘Fixed Pulse Width’**

For this experiment, the oxide devices were subjected to consecutive pulses with fixed width but increasing amplitude until electroforming was observed. The pulse amplitude was increased from 0 volts in increments of 0.1 volts. The time gap between consecutive pulses was \( \approx 1 \) s. An example case for this experiment is shown in figure 5.3. Figure 5.3a shows the voltage across a device as a function of time for a set of five 250 ns long pulses leading up to the electroforming event (labeled P1 through P5). The corresponding device current, resistance, and power dissipation as a function of time are shown in figures 5.3b, 5.3c, and 5.3d, respectively. For clarity, not all the pulses starting from 0 V are shown. Only P3-P5 are consecutive pulses, and some of the intermediate pulses before and after P1 and P2 are omitted. \( t = 0 \) corresponds to the time when the pulse reaches its full amplitude after the initial rise time of 2.5 ns. The voltage amplitude set-points, \( V_p \), on the pulse source were 1.5 V, 2.1 V, 2.6 V, 2.7 V, and 2.8 V for pulses P1 through P5, respectively. Once a pulse with sufficient amplitude was applied, the device resistance suddenly changed to a
low value (pulse marked as P5). This pulse is labeled as the ‘Electroforming pulse’. Since the device was in series with two 50 Ω resistors (the input impedance of the pulse generator and the termination impedance of the oscilloscope), as the resistance of the device decreased with time, the voltage across the device also showed a corresponding decrease. The time corresponding to the inflection point of the electroforming voltage curve is denoted as $t_{\text{forming}}$, which marks the time it takes to initiate permanent lowering of the device resistance. The voltage at $t_{\text{forming}}$ is denoted as $V_{\text{forming}}$. The small glitches observed in all the plots at $t \approx 22$ ns, 44 ns, 66 ns, and so on, prior to electroforming, were due to impedance mismatch and resulting reflection of the high frequency components associated with the rising edge of the pulses. This was a result of the device geometry and the experimental setup and was present for all pulses. The amplitude of these glitches decreased gradually for each successive reflection and eventually became negligible.

As figure 5.3c shows, the decrease in resistance was not limited to the electroforming pulse only. Similar resistance decrease is apparent for pulses that immediately preceded the electroforming pulse (P3 and P4). However, unlike the electroforming case, this decrease in resistance were verified to be non-permanent in nature. Figure 5.4 shows a case where a similar experiment to the one described for figure 5.3 was carried out. However, instead of single pulses, two pulses at each voltage amplitude was generated. Like before, only five different voltage amplitudes are shown in the plot. For each amplitude, the first pulse is marked as P$_x$a and the second as P$_x$b. The amplitude set-points on the pulse-source were 1.05 V, 1.8 V, 2.05 V, 2.1 V, and 2.15 V for pulses P$_1$x through P$_5$x, respectively. Each pulse has a width of 1 µs and the time gap between every pulse was maintained at $\approx 1$ s. Figure 5.4 shows that the voltage across the device overlapped exactly for each given amplitude until electroforming. For the electroforming case, even though the amplitude set-point for both P$_5$a and P$_5$b were the same, due to the permanent lowering of resistance during P$_5$a, the voltage profile P$_5$b differs significantly from the prior pulse. For all other
Figure 5.3: Transient voltage (a), current (b), resistance (c) and power (d) profiles for five 250 ns pulses. Pulse marked P5 corresponds to the electroforming pulse in all four plots. $V_p$ was 1.5 V, 2.1 V, 2.6 V, 2.7 V, and 2.8 V for pulses P1-P5, respectively.

cases, transient changes in resistance observed prior to electroforming did not permanently alter the device behavior.

In figure 5.3a, both $t_{forming}$ and $V_{forming}$ were defined based on the inflection point of the electroforming pulse. It is however not clear that such an inflection point would not exist in pulses prior to electroforming. One can imagine pulse P4 in figure 5.3a having an inflection point if it was slightly longer in time. Whether or not that would have triggered a permanent change in device resistance is not known. But since the inflection point was always a common feature in
Figure 5.4: Electroforming with double pulses. At each voltage amplitude, two voltage pulses were generated. The first pulse is marked as P_xa (solid line) and second is marked as P_xb (open circles). For P1_x through P4_x, both pulses exactly overlap each other. This is in contrast to the case for P5a and P5b. Due to electroforming during P5a, it differs significantly from P5b.

the electroforming pulse across all devices, it was the most consistent way of defining $t_{forming}$ and $V_{forming}$.

Similar results to the ones presented in figure 5.3 were observed for all other pulse widths on other devices. The device behavior under pulses prior to the electroforming pulse was always repeatable, but once the electroforming pulse was encountered, the resistance level changed permanently. As the resistance level stabilized after electroforming, the power dissipation level also reached a stable value, as can be seen in the 150-250 ns time range in figure 5.3d for the electroforming pulse. A more detailed discussion about this post-electroformed power dissipation level and its impact on resistive switching will be discussed in the next sub-section

**Experiment 2: ‘Fixed Pulse Amplitude’**

The procedure of the ‘fixed pulse width’ experiment described in the previous section was such that each device experienced multiple pulses prior to encountering the electroforming pulse. Therefore, it is possible that $t_{forming}$ and $V_{forming}$ may have been influenced as a result of subjecting the device
to a series of pulses. In order to remove this ambiguity, a new experimental procedure, referred to as ‘fixed pulse amplitude’, was developed. Here, each pristine untested device was subjected to a single voltage pulse of fixed amplitude with a width that would, based on the prior results, lead to electroforming. This test protocol ensured that the device behavior could not have been affected by anything other than the electroforming pulse. This experiment was repeated for several different voltage amplitudes at three different ambient temperatures (25 °C, 62.5 °C, and 100 °C). The ambient temperature was set by controlling the stage temperature of the probe station used for the pulsed measurements. The goal of this experiment was to check the influence of temperature on the electroforming characteristics. For each voltage amplitude and ambient temperature combination, $t_{forming}$ and $V_{forming}$ were measured for three separate devices to check the uniformity across different devices.

Figure 5.5 shows four examples of electroforming under different pulse amplitudes at 25 °C ambient temperature. While qualitatively the electroforming characteristics look about the same, the change in $t_{forming}$ is many orders of magnitude higher compared to the corresponding change in
$V_{\text{forming}}$. A change of less than a factor of 2 in $V_{\text{forming}}$, from 3.48 V to 5.76 V, decreased $t_{\text{forming}}$ by more than two orders of magnitude. The relationship between $t_{\text{forming}}$ and $V_{\text{forming}}$ under all three ambient temperature conditions across all measured devices is shown in figure 5.6a. Each marker on this plot represents an individual device. In total, $\approx 140$ devices were electroformed under various voltage and temperature combinations. The dotted lines are added to the figure as a guide to the eye.

![Figure 5.6: (a) Electroforming time as a function of voltage at three ambient temperature conditions; (b) Corresponding post-electroformed power level. When this power level was below 150 mW (indicated by dotted horizontal line), devices were found to be switchable.](image)

In figure 5.6a, considering the 25 °C ambient temperature case first, it is clear that as long as $V_{\text{forming}}$ is greater than $\approx 4.5$ volts, $t_{\text{forming}}$ increases roughly exponentially as $V_{\text{forming}}$ decreases. However, a much more drastic increase in $t_{\text{forming}}$ is observed for $V_{\text{forming}} < 4.5$ V. It is remarkable that $t_{\text{forming}}$ increases by almost five orders of magnitude when $V_{\text{forming}}$ decreases from 4 V to 3.8 V. The same type of behavior is observed for 62.5 °C and 100 °C ambient temperatures cases as well. However, as the ambient temperature increases, the voltage at which the drastic $t_{\text{forming}}$ increase is observed shifts toward lower $V_{\text{forming}}$.

Figure 5.7a shows the current and voltage levels at the end of the electroforming pulse (denoted
$I_{post-forming}$ and $V_{post-forming}$ in figure 5.3) for all the devices. The post-electroformed resistance ($R_{post-forming} = V_{post-forming}/I_{post-forming}$) of the devices are generally in the range of 120 $\Omega$ - 220 $\Omega$ as shown in figure 5.7b. Each resistance value in this figure is from a separate device, and calculated based on a single voltage and current value. As a result, for a given device it is not clear if the resistance is truly voltage dependent or if it is constant. The latter case would imply that higher electroforming bias gives rise to post-electroformed states that is slightly lower in resistance compared to lower electroforming bias. Regardless of which case is true, the resistance of the devices after electroforming is significantly lower the than resistance level in pristine state.

![Figure 5.7: (a) Current vs. voltage at the end of the electroforming pulse for each device in figure 5.6; (b) Resistance at the end of the electroforming pulse ($V_{post-forming}/I_{post-forming}$) (a) Current vs. voltage at the end of the electroforming pulse for each device in figure 5.6; (b) Resistance at the end of the electroforming pulse ($V_{post-forming}/I_{post-forming}$)](image)

After electroforming the devices with these single voltage pulses, DC voltage sweeps were conducted to examine their switching behavior. Devices with $V_{forming} < 5.5$ volts were found to be switchable, while those above this threshold were permanently stuck in a low resistance state. As discussed earlier, once the electroforming event is complete, the power dissipation as a function of time reaches a steady value. Figure 5.6b shows the post-electroformed power level as a function of $V_{forming}$ for all the devices in figure 5.6a. As $V_{forming}$ increases, the power dissipation level also increases. Depending on the electroforming condition, this power ranges between 25 mW to 400
mW. It is conceivable that when this post-electroformed power dissipation level is high, it causes significant damage to the filaments responsible for resistive switching. In figure 5.6b, \( V_{\text{forming}} = 5.5 \, \text{V} \) corresponds to \( \approx 150 \, \text{mW} \) power. Any device that experienced a power level higher than this after electroforming were not switchable (indicated by the dotted horizontal line).

**Experiment 3: ‘Pulse-Train’**

Before describing the details of the ‘pulse-train’ experiment, some discussion is necessary in regards to the motivation for this study. A close examination of the various electroforming voltage profiles in figures 5.3a, 5.4, and 5.5 show that in addition to the large and drastic change in voltage during the electroforming event, there is also a gradual decrease in voltage across the device as soon as a pulse is applied (beginning from \( t = 0 \, \text{s} \)). This effect is not limited to the electroforming pulse only, it is observed in pulses that precede the electroforming pulse. Also, for the cases where \( t_{\text{forming}} \) is longer than several microseconds, this gradual change in voltage stops after \( \approx 2.5 \, \mu\text{s} \). One example of this is shown in figure 5.8 below. This plot shows voltage profile of an un-electroformed device subjected to a \( 10 \, \mu\text{s} \) long voltage pulse with an amplitude less than what would be necessary to trigger electroforming. As soon as the pulse is applied, the voltage starts to decrease and it stabilizes after \( 2.5 \, \mu\text{s} \).

One hypothesis is that these voltage decreases are caused by temperature increase of the device as a result of power dissipation or ‘Joule heating’. Since TiO\(_2\) is semiconducting, the conductivity of the device should increase as the temperature rises. An increased conductivity, or decreased device resistance, should lower the voltage over the device as observed in these plots. If the time scale of the applied voltage pulse is longer than the thermal time constant of the system, then the Joule heating related voltage decrease should only be observed until the device reaches thermal steady state. Assuming the voltage decrease shown in figure 5.8 is a result of Joule heating, then
this suggests a thermal time constant of the system of $\approx 2.5 \, \mu s$, at which point the temperature reaches a steady value. The ‘pulse-train’ experiment was designed to explore the role of this time constant on the electroforming characteristics. A comparison between this experimentally observed $\approx 2.5 \, \mu s$ time constant and the actual thermal time constant predicted by thermal simulations will be presented in the Thermal Modeling section.

For the ‘pulse-train’ experiment, the devices were subjected to pulse-trains containing a fixed number of pulses with a fixed pulse width, amplitude, and time gap, $t_{gap}$, between adjacent pulses. While keeping all other parameters constant, the voltage amplitude was gradually increased in steps of 0.1 V from one pulse-train to the next until electroforming was observed. The time gap between consecutive pulse-trains was $\approx 1$ second. A schematic of a pulse-train is shown in figure 5.9. This electroforming procedure was carried out over many devices with varying values of $t_{gap}$, ranging from 3 ns to 3 $\mu$s. The lower limit of $t_{gap}$ (3 ns) was set by the shortest time gap allowed by the Agilent pulse source. The upper limit of 3 $\mu$s was chosen so that it was higher than the experimentally observed time constant of 2.5 $\mu$s.
Figure 5.9: Schematic of pulse-train

Figure 5.10a shows $V_{forming}$ corresponding to different values of $t_{gap}$ where trains of 100 pulses with 100 ns width were applied to trigger electroforming. For $t_{gap} \gtrsim 2 \mu s$, $V_{forming}$ approached the same value as a single 100 ns pulse (as obtained from ‘fixed pulse width’ experiment, indicated by the upper dotted line). However, as $t_{gap}$ is reduced below 2 $\mu s$, $V_{forming}$ started to decrease rapidly. For the minimum possible $t_{gap}$ of 3 ns, $V_{forming}$ was very close to the value for a single 10 $\mu s$ long pulse (obtained again from ‘fixed pulse width’ experiment, indicated by lower dotted line). This 10 $\mu s$ value is not a coincidence since $100 \times 100$ ns = 10 $\mu s$. Similar experiment with pulse trains containing 20 pulses with 50 ns width also revealed similar result as shown in figure 5.10b. With $t_{gap} = 3$ ns, the electroforming voltage was close to that of a single 50 ns pulse, and with $t_{gap} = 3$ $\mu s$ it was close to that of a single 1 $\mu s$ long pulse ($20 \times 50$ ns = 1 $\mu s$). In general, $V_{forming}$ decreased with $t_{gap} \lesssim 2$ $\mu s$ and approached a value corresponding to $V_{forming}$ of a single long pulse with total duration of all the individual pulses. This pulse-train experiment gives yet another indication of importance of this 2-3 $\mu s$ time constant. If this is indeed the thermal time constant of the system, then for cases where $t_{gap}$ is less than this value the device does not have enough time to cool down from the prior pulse. The effects of consecutive pulses begin to accumulate under this condition. This effect is more clearly seen by looking at the individual pulses within each pulse train. Figure 5.11 shows pulse train containing one hundred 100 ns wide pulses with $t_{gap}$ of 3 ns, 250 ns, and 3
Figure 5.10: (a) $V_{\text{forming}}$ as a function of $t_{\text{gap}}$ for pulse-trains containing 100 pulses with 100 ns pulse width each; (b) $V_{\text{forming}}$ as a function of $t_{\text{gap}}$ for pulse-trains containing 20 pulses with 50 ns pulse width each. In both plots, upper horizontal dotted line indicate $V_{\text{forming}}$ (as obtained from ‘fixed pulse width’ experiment) for a pulse width that is equal to the width of a single pulse in the pulse-train. The lower horizontal dotted line indicated $V_{\text{forming}}$ for a pulse width that is equal to the aggregate width for all the pulses in the pulse-train.
μs. For clarity, alternating red and blue colors have been used to delineate adjacent pulses. Also, the time period corresponding to $t_{\text{gap}}$ have been removed from the plot in order to get a better view of the pulses. For the $t_{\text{gap}}= 3 \, \mu s$ case (figure 5.11a), the voltage across the device for each pulse looks identical to the preceding pulse until one of the pulses suddenly triggers electroforming. However, with $t_{\text{gap}}= 3 \, \text{ns}$ (figure 5.11c), this is clearly not the case. The voltage decrease induced by each pulse carries over to the next pulse seamlessly and the electroforming event is spread out over multiple pulses. When $t_{\text{gap}}$ is in-between these two extreme cases (figure 5.11b), only a portion of the effect from each pulse is carried over to the next pulse in the train.

**Discussion**

The pulsed experiments described in the last three sections provide significant insight into the electroforming event of TiO$_2$ based resistive switching devices. Although individually each experiment highlights certain aspect of electroforming, some subtle factors, which may not be immediately obvious, can only be understood when all the findings are considered together. Electroforming studies similar to the ones described in the ‘fixed pulse amplitude’ section have recently been reported by Lee et al. [102, 103] on SrTiO$_x$, TiO$_y$, and ZiO$_z$ based devices. Their work qualitatively yielded similar results in terms of the $t_{\text{forming}}$ dependence on pulse amplitude as shown in figure 5.12. In an attempt to explain the observed behaviors, the authors have claimed that two different physical mechanisms are at play depending on the voltage amplitude used to trigger electroforming. For high biases, it is considered to be a purely electrically driven dielectric breakdown, whereas for low biases the breakdown is claimed to be thermally assisted.

The $t_{\text{forming}}$ and $V_{\text{forming}}$ relationship obtained from our experiments in figure 5.6a show a very strong dependence on ambient temperature when $V_{\text{forming}}$ is low. Based on this, it is logical to conclude that the breakdown process under low biases is thermally assisted. For higher biases,
Figure 5.11: All pulse-trains contain 100, 100 ns wide pulses. For clarity, $t_{gap}$ time period have been removed from each pulse train so that adjacent pulses can be compared easily. Adjacent pulses have been alternately colors in order to separate one pulse from another. (a) Pulse-train with $t_{gap} = 3 \mu s$; (b) pulse-train with 250 ns gap; (c) pulse-train with 3 ns gap. Inset in each case shows a closer view of the individual pulses. In (a), where $t_{gap} = 3 \mu s$, adjacent pulses show little interaction; in (c), where $t_{gap} = 3$ ns, effects of each pulse is carried over to next one to such an extent that it is difficult to distinguish one pulse from another.
there are no pronounced differences between the three ambient temperature cases. However, this is not sufficient information to assert that this process is purely electrically driven. As discussed in the previous section, both the gradual decrease in voltage across the device prior to electroforming and the 2.5 μs long time constant observed for long pulses and in the pulse train experiments indicate that thermal events, resulting from Joule heating, may play a major role in electroforming under all biasing conditions. Joule heating related effects should be more pronounced at higher voltages due to higher power dissipation levels. This could, in fact, make the ambient temperature dependence appear less significant if the temperature increase due to Joule heating is higher than the range over which ambient temperature is varied. The correlation between these observations and Joule heating will become clearer as the thermal modeling results are discussed in the next section and the next chapter.

The experimental results discussed in the pulse-train section showed that as the time gap between consecutive pulses were made larger, \( V_{forming} \) approached a value as if the device was electroformed with a single pulse. However, for both 50 ns and 100 ns pulse-train cases, \( V_{forming} \)
was found to be slightly below the value observed for true single pulse as indicated by the upper
dotted lines in both plots. For both 50 ns and 100 ns pulse width cases, multiple device were tested
with $t_{\text{gap}} = 3 \, \mu\text{s}$, and all of them failed to produce $V_{\text{forming}}$ that was exactly equal to the value
indicated by the dotted lines. This slightly lower $V_{\text{forming}}$ value may be an indication that the
breakdown mechanism is probabilistic in nature. Since in this pulse-train experiment the devices
experience many pulses at any given voltage amplitude, there is a higher chance of electroforming
occurring at a lower voltage compared to the single pulse experiments. A related effect can be
observed in the electroforming behavior shown in figure 5.11a. Here, electroforming is not trigged
by the very first pulse in the pulse-train as would be expected if it was only dependent on the pulse
amplitude alone. Rather, although the effect of successive pulses seem independent of each other,
after experiencing a few pulses the device suddenly electroforms. This again indicates that at any
given voltage amplitude and pulse width, there is a finite probability of electroforming the device.
Even though there is no observable influence of one pulse on another, electroforming can occur
during any one of the pulses within the pulse-train. No cumulative changes need to occur within
the device from one pulse to the next for this to be the case.

Increase in current through an oxide film as a result of electrical stress has been studied exten-
sively in the context of gate oxide reliability in MOSFET structures. It is generally accepted that
prolonged electrical stress causes defects to accumulate in the oxide which initially gives rise to
increased leakage current and then eventually leads to permanent breakdown [104, 105, 106, 107].
Figure 5.6a shows that electroforming time increases drastically as the voltage is reduced below 4
volts. As a result, investigating the transient current-voltage characteristics of the device at low
voltages using the pulsed experimental setup becomes intractable. Additionally, in the low voltage
regime where the pristine resistance of the device is very high ($> 10 \, \text{k}\Omega$), the pulsed experimental
setup is unable to detect small changes in the device resistance. In order to see how such low volt-
age electrical stress affect the devices, a prolonged DC voltage stress experiment was conducted. For this, four different devices were stressed at +1 V for 1 minute. During this stress period, the current through the devices was recorded every second. This stress was followed by a wait period, \( t_{\text{wait}} \), with zero bias applied to the device. After the wait period, the +1 V stress and current measurement was resumed again. Each device had a specific \( t_{\text{wait}} \) value, which ranged from 5 s to 5000 s. This voltage stress and wait sequence was repeated 7 consecutive times. Figure 5.13 shows the current level as a function of stress time for all four cases. Here, adjacent stress periods are alternately colored. During each stress period, the current increased with time and during each \( t_{\text{wait}} \) period the current decreased. Longer \( t_{\text{wait}} \) periods generally lead to a larger decrease in current. But, even for the longest case, \( t_{\text{wait}} = 5000 \text{s} \), the current did not decrease as much as it increased during the previous 1 minute stress period. As a result, for all four devices, the net current at the end of the seven stress cycles was higher than what was observed initially, prior to any stress. This is a clear indication that continual electrical stress causes changes to the oxide layer. Effects of this change diminishes very slowly over time. This finding is in contrast to the results obtained from the pulse-train experiments where \( t_{\text{gap}} \) was long (greater than the thermal time constant). There, consecutive pulses did not exhibit any sustained change in the device current-voltage characteristics prior to electroforming. The major difference between these DC experiments and the pulse-train experiments is the temperature of the devices. Due to the lower bias amplitude used during these DC experiments, the amount of Joule heating was negligible. As a result, the temperature of these devices never increased. However, for the pulse-train cases, the temperature increased during each voltage pulse, and the devices cooled slowly over time from an elevated temperature during the \( t_{\text{gap}} \) period. If the recovery of the any changes induced by the electric field is assisted by elevated temperature, then cumulative changes to the TiO\(_2\) layer would be more visible for the DC cases compared to the high amplitude pulse-train cases, consistent with the results obtained here.
Figure 5.13: Increase in current as a result of subjecting four different (pristine, un-electroformed) devices to repeated +1 V DC stress for 60 s with \( t_{\text{wait}} \) time gap between adjacent stress periods. During the stress periods, current measurements were made with 1 second interval. Adjacent stress periods are alternately colored.

## 5.3 Thermal Modeling

The purpose of the thermal model presented in this section is to correlate some of the transient observations from the pulsed electroforming experiments to the thermal events that is believed to be the root cause. Using this model, quantitative comparison can be made regarding the thermal time constant of the device and the observed time constant from electroforming measurements (which, until now, have been attributed to thermal effects without any concrete support). It can also be used to estimate the temperature excursion leading up to the electroforming event under various biasing condition. In this section, the model will be described in detail and the thermal time constant will be extracted. Estimation of temperature excursion will be explored in the next chapter.

Equation 5.6 below was used to solve for the transient thermal profile of the device.

\[
Q = \rho C_p \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (-k_{th} \nabla T)
\]  

(5.6)
Here, $Q$ is heat source, $\rho$ is density, $C_p$ is heat capacity, $k_{th}$ is thermal conductivity and $T$ and $t$ are temperature and time, respectively. This equation was implemented on a 2-D geometry with axial symmetry that had the same material layers as the crossbar device. The geometry is shown in figure 5.14. The radius of the top electrode was chosen so that the area of the device implemented in this model matched the area of the 5 $\mu$m x 5 $\mu$m device. The 2-D axial geometry was preferred rather than a full 3-D model due to computational simplicity. The model was solved using Comsol Multiphysics finite element solver. Prior to solving the model, all the exterior boundaries (highlighted in red), except for the bottom boundary, were set to thermal insulation condition. The temperature of the bottom boundary was fixed at the ambient temperature throughout the simulation. This is because during the electroforming measurements this surface is in contact with the probe station chuck where the ambient temperature is controlled. Also, no thermal interface resistances were taken into account between any of the adjacent layers. The initial temperature of each layer was set to the ambient temperature. The material parameters used for each of the layers are given in table 5.1.

![Device geometry for thermal simulation](image)

Figure 5.14: Device geometry for thermal simulation

In order to estimate the thermal time constant, $\tau_{thermal}$, of this system, a constant power
Table 5.1: Material parameters for thermal simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$k_{th}$ (bulk) [W/(m K)]</th>
<th>$k_{th}$ (film) [W/(m K)]</th>
<th>$\rho$ [kg/m$^3$]</th>
<th>$C_p$ [J/(kg K)]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>2320</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>2648</td>
<td>733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>7.16</td>
<td>21450</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO$_2$</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>4230</td>
<td>693</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

dissipation level was set for the TiO$_2$ layer (constrained only to the area directly below the top electrode) and the simulation was run for 10 µs. Figure 5.15 shows the resulting normalized average temperature increase as a function of time. For this simulation, the actual power dissipation level or the final temperature is not important since none of these factors would impact $\tau_{\text{thermal}}$. The simulations were carried out for two cases. For the first case, the thermal conductivity of all layers were assumed to be the same as bulk value for each material. However, thin films generally have lower thermal conductivity. To estimate the effect of this, the conductivity of the Pt, Ti, and TiO$_2$ layers were decreased by an order of magnitude ($k_{th}$ (film) in Table 5.1). As the results in figure 5.15 show, the difference in thermal time constant between the two cases is negligible. This is because the thermal time constant of this system is dominated by the thermal conductivity and the heat capacity of the SiO$_2$ layer. As the temperature profiles indicate, when the power dissipation is constant, the device reaches thermal steady state in $\approx 3$ µs. This result is very close to the 2.5 µs time constant observed during the pulsed electroforming experiment in figure 5.8. This is a strong indication that Joule heating and associated thermal steady state is responsible for some of the voltage transients observed prior to electroforming. The thermal effects also account for the interactions observed between adjacent pulses in the pulse-train experiments when $t_{\text{gap}} < \tau_{\text{thermal}}$ condition was true.
Figure 5.15: Normalized temperature rise as function of time. The curves labeled ‘Bulk’ and ‘Film’ are obtained using $k_{th}$ (bulk) and $k_{th}$ (film) values listed in Table 5.1, respectively. All other parameters are identical for the two cases. The thermal time constant, $\tau_{thermal}$, is $\approx 3 \, \mu s$ for both cases.

5.4 Conclusion

The pulse induced electroforming method discussed in this chapter provides a level of control and insight into the electroforming process of TiO$_2$ based resistive switching devices that cannot be achieved using a DC electroforming procedure. These studies reveal that temperature plays a very large role in determining the relationship between electroforming time and voltage. For low electroforming voltages ($< 4 \, V$), the role of ambient temperature is readily apparent. For these cases, small changes (30-40 °C) in ambient temperature can change the electroforming time by 4-5 orders of magnitude. For high electroforming voltages ($> 4 \, V$), although the ambient temperature does not seem to play a role, temperature effects nevertheless cannot be ignored. For these cases, due to higher level of power dissipation, Joule heating induced temperature increase affect the electroforming characteristics. Evidence of Joule heating is apparent in the transient voltage, current, and resistance profiles of the devices prior to electroforming. The time constant observed during the pulsed experiments has been verified to be related to thermal time constant of the device with the aid of thermal modeling and simulation. Therefore, for these cases, much of the effect of
ambient temperature change may be obscured by the significantly higher temperature change due to Joule heating. Overall, the pulse-induced transient studies discussed in this chapter highlight the importance of a closer examination of the thermal events associated with electroforming.
Chapter 6

Temperature Excursion During Electroforming

Time dependent electroforming studies discussed in chapter 5 highlighted the role of thermal events during the electroforming process. The relationship between electroforming time ($t_{forming}$) and voltage ($V_{forming}$) was observed to be highly affected by the ambient temperature for cases where $V_{forming}$ was small. For higher values of $V_{forming}$, it was argued that temperature rise due to Joule heating obscured the ambient temperature dependence. The pulse-induced electroforming experiments allowed for measurement of transient voltage and current profiles for the entire electroforming process. In this chapter, a method will be presented that uses those transient measurements to estimate the temperature change of the device prior to electroforming. The temperature values obtained using this method will be compared with predictions from thermal simulations (using the model presented in the last chapter). The combinations of results of these two methods will provide more insight into the role of thermal events that trigger electroforming.

Figure 6.1 shows the transient voltage profile of a device subjected to 250 ns pulses that eventually lead to electroforming. This plot was shown and discussed in detail in the previous chapter (5.3) and is repeated here for convenience. As discussed before, the voltage drop observed in this plot is a result of decrease in resistance of the device. The resistance decrease observed during the pre-electroforming pulse (one immediately preceding the electroforming pulse) was found to be
Figure 6.1: Transient voltage profiles of electroforming and pre-electroforming using 250 ns pulses

non-permanent in nature and repeatable. It was conjectured that some of this observed voltage change was a result of Joule heating due to power dissipation. If the temperature dependent resistance characteristics of the device (prior to electroforming) was known, then the transient current and voltage profiles could be correlated to the device temperature. The next section describes a method for obtaining the temperature dependent I-V characteristics, which is the first step toward estimating this temperature excursion.

6.1 Temperature Dependent Pulsed I-V

At first glance, determining the temperature dependent I-V characteristics seems rather straightforward. One can simply perform a DC voltage sweep and measure the current under various ambient temperature conditions. However, I-V relationships obtained using this method do not, in fact, reveal the true dependence on ambient temperature. If the application of voltage to the device causes significant power dissipation, it will alter the temperature due to Joule heating. As a result, the measured current would not correspond to the ambient temperature condition. In order to overcome this challenge, a pulsed I-V measurement method was implemented.

For the pulsed I-V measurement, the device was subjected to voltage pulses with a pulse width
of 15 ns and rise/fall time of 2.5 ns. The amplitude of the voltage pulse was increased for successive pulses and the voltage and the current measurements were made during the first 1 ns of the pulse (after the rise time, once the pulse reached full amplitude). Some select voltage pulses and the corresponding current profiles from this measurement are shown in figures 6.2a and 6.2b, respectively. The sampling period is highlighted on the figure. The effect of Joule heating is seen in this plot for cases were the voltage amplitude is high. Towards the end of these pulses, the voltage across the device started to decrease as the resistance decreased from the increased temperature. By sampling the voltage and current towards the beginning of the pulse, these effects were safely avoided. As a result, the I-V relationship captured using this method can be correlated to the known ambient temperature. This pulsed I-V method was carried out at 25 °C, 100 °C, 150 °C, and 200 °C. The resulting temperature dependent I-V characteristics are shown in figure 6.3a (solid lines).

![Figure 6.2: (a) Voltage and (b) profiles corresponding to several 15 ns pulses used for pulsed I-V measurements. The value of voltage and current are sampled during the first nanosecond of the pulse period (highlighted in blue) after the pulse rise-time.](image)

The temperature dependent I-V data in figure 6.3a were collected under conditions such that the pulses used for the measurement would not induce electroforming. This meant limiting both the pulse amplitude and the width. As a result, the voltage range (the x-axis in figure 6.3a) in
some cases does not extend as far as would be desirable. To extend the I-V data over a larger range of voltage, curve fitting was performed (fitted curves shown using dotted lines). The equations corresponding to each fit is given below. Given the shape of the I-V profiles, it was difficult to fit each curve with a single functional form. As a result, a piecewise fit was performed as indicated in equations 6.1-6.4.

\[25\,^{\circ}\text{C}: I = \begin{cases} 7.09 \times 10^{-5}V^3 - 3.19 \times 10^{-4}V^2 + 4.06 \times 10^{-4}V - 1.07 \times 10^{-4} & \text{if } V \leq 5.6 \\ 3.80 \times 10^{-4}V^2 - 7.3 \times 10^{-3} & \text{if } V > 5.6 \end{cases} \tag{6.1}\]

\[100\,^{\circ}\text{C}: I = \begin{cases} 7.69 \times 10^{-4}V^2 - 3.78 \times 10^{-3}V + 4.91 \times 10^{-3}V & \text{if } V \leq 5 \\ 4.23 \times 10^{-4}V^2 - 5.34 \times 10^{-3} & \text{if } V > 5 \end{cases} \tag{6.2}\]

\[150\,^{\circ}\text{C}: I = \begin{cases} 8.50 \times 10^{-4}V^2 - 3.47 \times 10^{-3}V + 3.91 \times 10^{-3}V & \text{if } V \leq 4.45 \\ 3.78 \times 10^{-4}V^2 + 9.93 \times 10^{-4}V - 6.59 \times 10^{-3} & \text{if } V > 4.45 \end{cases} \tag{6.3}\]

\[200\,^{\circ}\text{C}: I = \begin{cases} 3.61 \times 10^{-4}V^2 + 1.46 \times 10^{-3}V - 6.43 \times 10^{-3} & \text{if } V > 4.2 \end{cases} \tag{6.4}\]

Analysis of the data in figure 6.3a revealed that there is no simple method of predicting the I-V characteristics for a given temperature based on the known I-V relationships for some other temperatures. Temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR), which describes how resistance of a material changes with temperature, can often be used to relate the temperature dependent I-V characteristics of a device between different temperatures. However, no single TCR value can consistently describe the data in figure 6.3a. As a result, within the range of 25-200 °C the best method of predicting the I-V relationship is to use interpolation. For temperature higher than 200 °C, extrapolation is used. For this, a 2-D fitting was performed using all four I-V curves as shown in figure 6.3b. Equation 6.5 represents this surface.

\[I = 2.78 \times 10^{-3} - 2.83 \times 10^{-3}V - 1.95 \times 10^{-5}T + 5.44 \times 10^{-4}V^2 + 1.12 \times 10^{-5}VT \tag{6.5}\]

Here, \(I\), \(V\), and \(T\) represent the current, voltage and temperature, respectively. Some representative I-V characteristics (e.g. at 300 °C and 400 °C), predicted based on this surface, are shown.
Figure 6.3: (a) Solid lines show pulsed I-V behavior for four different ambient temperatures, dotted lines show extrapolated I-V corresponding to equations 6.1-6.4; (b) 2-D surface fit of current as a function of voltage and temperature.

In figure 6.4. The data in this figure will sever as the basis for estimating the Joule heating related temperature rise, as will be described in the next section. For this fitting, voltages lower than 2.5 V were not considered, since for all electroforming experiments, the voltage pulse amplitude were above this limit. Therefore, temperature dependent I-V relationship in the range of 0-2.5 V is not needed.

Figure 6.4: I-V curves corresponding to 25-200 °C are the same as the ones shown in figure 6.3a. 300 °C and 400 °C (dashed) are obtained from the 2-D surface fit based on figure 6.3b.
6.2 Transient Temperature Extraction

In this section, the temperature dependent I-V data and the transient current and voltage profiles from electroforming experiments will be combined to extract the transient temperature profile during electroforming. The method is graphically illustrated in figure 6.5. Figure 6.5a and 6.5b shows the transient current and voltage profiles corresponding to 250 ns electroforming pulse. For any given time (indicated by the dotted line), there exists a specific current and voltage value. These values can be mapped onto the temperature dependent I-V data (figure 6.5c), and a temperature can be estimated by using interpolation. By repeating this process for the entire time range beginning from \( t = 0 \) s, a full temperature profile as a function of time can be generated as shown in figure 6.6.

![Figure 6.5](image)

Figure 6.5: Transient voltage (a) and current (b) corresponding to a 250 ns long electroforming pulse; (c) voltage and current corresponding to the time indicated by dotted line is mapped onto the pulsed I-V data.

The method used to generate the temperature profile in figure 6.6 is based on two important underlying assumptions. The first assumption is that the current conduction behavior of the device is uniform. In other words, there is no localized area within the device where the electrical conductivity is higher than the rest. The second assumption is that the increase in current is due to an
increase in device temperature (caused either by Joule heating or elevated ambient temperature) and not because of any other electronic effects. The extracted temperature profile is only valid as long as both of these assumptions are true. Therefore, when the device gradually transitions from uniform to filamentary electrical conduction mode, the extracted temperature values do not correspond to the actual device temperature. Examination of the transient voltage and current profiles do not reveal the time when this transition begins. Therefore the time range of validity for the extracted temperature profile cannot be directly identified. Beginning at $t = 0$, the device temperature will uniformly increase until the electrical conductivity begins to localize, causing the region of elevated temperature to also localize. A better understanding of the time range of validity of this method can be gained by correlating the measured power dissipation with thermal simulations, as will be discussed in the next section.

6.3 Comparison With Transient Thermal Simulation

The thermal model presented in the previous chapter was used to estimate the thermal time constant of the device and it was compared to the time constant observed during the pulsed-electroforming measurements. This model can also be used to estimate the transient temperature rise of the device.
Since the transient power dissipation is known for the entire duration of the electroforming pulse, this can be used as an input to the thermal model to simulate the temperature rise due to Joule heating. This process is schematically described in figure 6.7. The measured power is entered into the model as uniform power dissipated within the TiO$_2$ layer underneath the top electrode. The transient simulation then calculates the temperature profile based on this power dissipation level.

Figure 6.7: Procedure for thermal simulation. Measured power during electroforming is used as an input to the thermal model. The simulation calculates device temperature based on the transient power profile.

Figure 6.8 shows the simulated average temperature of the TiO$_2$ layer underneath the top electrode for the electroforming and the pre-electroforming pulses. These simulation results are compared with the extracted temperatures obtained using the method described in the previous section. Between the pre-electroforming and electroforming pulses, no simulation parameters were altered except the transient power profiles that corresponded to each of these pulses. The close match between the simulated and the extracted temperatures during the early portion of each pulse verify that this temperature rise is indeed due to uniform Joule heating. For the electroforming pulse, the uniform Joule heating assumption begins to break down around $t = 120$ ns. In other words, the increase in current observed after this time does not fit the model of temperature dependent resistance change. The current level suggests a much higher temperature rise than predicted by simulation based on the measured power dissipation.

It is known that after electroforming the current conduction localizes to a region that is a small
fraction of the total device area. This region also has much higher electrical conductivity compared to the rest of the device. Therefore, the model of uniform Joule heating begins to breakdown as the device begins to transition from uniform to filamentary conduction mode. The measured current begins to be dominated by conduction through these regions of lower resistance. As a result, the device temperature can no longer be estimated using either the extraction method of the previous section or the thermal simulations discussed here. It is interesting that the uniform heating model also does not hold for the entirety of the pre-electroforming pulse. As discussed in the previous chapter, the pre-electroforming pulse did not produce any permanent changes to the resistance level of the device. This would suggest that no filament or localized regions of increased conductance was formed during this pulse. However, uniform Joule heating model clearly cannot be used to explain this increased current level. This means either a uniform resistance decrease took place which was not triggered thermally, or localized regions of increased conductance appeared which were not permanent in nature. Which one of these two mechanisms actually took place will be the central topic of discussion in the next chapter. However, it is clear that at a certain temperature, the device behavior starts to deviate from the uniform heating model. This temperature is marked

Figure 6.8: Comparison of extracted vs. simulated device temperature. The point where simulation prediction deviates from extracted temperature is marked as \( t_{uniform} \).
as $T_{\text{uniform}}$ and the time is marked as $t_{\text{uniform}}$ on figure 6.8 for the electroforming pulse. The voltage that corresponding to this time and temperature is called $V_{\text{uniform}}$. Figure 6.9 shows the relationship between these three quantities.

Figure 6.9: (a) $t_{\text{uniform}}$ vs. $V_{\text{uniform}}$. The color of each dot represents the temperature of the device at $t_{\text{uniform}}$; (b) The temperature values are shown explicitly as a function of $V_{\text{uniform}}$.

Figure 6.9a looks very similar to the electroforming time vs. voltage plot in figure 5.6a. The main difference between these two plots are the definition of the time and voltage. Instead of arbitrarily defining these parameters based on the inflection point of the electroforming voltage curve (as was done for figure 5.6a), the time, voltage, and temperatures here are more precisely defined based on physical events related to Joule heating. Each marker in figure 6.9a is colored according to $T_{\text{uniform}}$. This plot shows that the relationship between time and voltage cannot simply be evaluated based on the known ambient temperatures. For all three of the curves, the device temperature gradually increases with increasing voltage amplitude due to higher Joule heating. Considering the 25 °C curve, even for the lowest voltage (3.8 V), the device temperature is at least 25 °C higher than the ambient. This difference becomes greater than 250 °C as the voltage amplitude increase to 7.5-8 V. Comparison of the three curves reveal that for any given $t_{\text{uniform}}$, the difference in $T_{\text{uniform}}$ is roughly the same as the difference in ambient temperature. This is most apparent in the low...
voltage (3-4.5 V) regime. In this region, every 37.5 °C increase in temperature reduces $V_{\text{uniform}}$ by $\approx 0.48$ V. The $T_{\text{uniform}}$ as a function of $V_{\text{uniform}}$ is shown more explicitly in figure 6.9b for all three ambient temperature conditions.

6.4 Summary Of Observations

Before attempting to fit the data in figure 6.9a to any model, it is important to summarize some of the key findings from the various pulsed experiments. These are listed below.

1. The effect of multiple consecutive pulses prior to electroforming is not cumulative as long as the time gap between adjacent pulses is longer than the thermal time constant of the device. This was observed during the ‘fixed pulse width’ and the ‘pulse-train’ experiments described in the previous chapter. An exception to this scenario was observed during the DC stress experiments. In those cases, the increase in electrical conductivity of the devices as a result of electrical stress decreased very slowly once the stress was removed, and even with very long periods (5000 seconds) of no electrical stress, the conductivity did not return to the original levels of a pristine device. This may be related to the temperature of the device during the period after the electrical stress is removed. Because of the low voltage amplitudes (1 V) used during the DC cases, the temperature increase was negligible. However for the pulsed voltage experiments, the voltage amplitudes were much higher (> 3 V) and this led to significant temperature rise.

2. Increasing the ambient temperature always lowers $V_{\text{uniform}}$ for any given breakdown $t_{\text{uniform}}$

3. Temperature increase due to Joule heating has the same effect on $V_{\text{uniform}}$ as temperature increase due to ambient heating. This fact was explicitly demonstrated in figure 5.10 using the ‘pulse-train’ experiments. In those experiments, the ambient temperature was held constant. However, Joule heating from consecutive pulses were found to lower the electro-
forming voltage. At first glance, this statement may seem to contradict the data in figure 6.9a where higher $V_{uniform}$ always corresponds to higher $T_{uniform}$. However, it must be kept in mind that $T_{uniform}$ is not independent of $V_{uniform}$, since it is caused by Joule heating. Also a high $V_{uniform}$-$T_{uniform}$ combination always produces shorter $t_{uniform}$ compared to a low $V_{uniform}$-$T_{uniform}$ combination.

4. The time denoted, $t_{uniform}$, does not necessarily represent the point of irreversible resistance change of the device. It simply represents the time where the resistivity change of the device can no longer be explained by uniform Joule heating. The change in resistivity accelerates beyond this point and eventually results in localized conduction. Therefore, this time is treated as the onset of localization.

6.5 Mechanism

The electroforming process as seen in figure 6.8 can be separated into three distinct regions. The first regions is from $t=0$ to $t=t_{uniform}$, where the decrease of the resistance has been determined to be due to Joule heating. This period is followed by the second region where rapid decrease of resistance occurs over localized areas of the device. Although this localization has not been directly demonstrated yet (other than the fact that uniform Joule heating model cannot explain this rapid decrease), gradual appearance of localized morphological changes during this time period, to be discussed in the next chapter, will confirm this statement. The third and final region is where the rapid resistance decrease comes to an end and the device assumes a permanent low resistance. As discussed in chapter 2, after this period many conductive filaments of reduced phases of TiO$_2$ are generally found within the device.

The data in figure 6.9 represents the conditions at the onset of localization of current conduction. The objective here is to come up with an explanation of this current localization that is consistent
with the key observations listed in the previous section. The literature review in chapter 2 revealed that the mechanism of electroforming in TiO\textsubscript{2} based devices is believed to be caused by migration of oxygen vacancies in response to the applied electric field. However, why such migration would lead to non-uniform electrical conduction remains unknown. One proposal, in attempting to explain this, is the fast migration of oxygen vacancies along grain boundaries [56, 51]. According to this, conductive filaments can begin to form due to these localized fast vacancy migration paths. How the kinetics of such migration fit with the measured data will be examined shortly.

Besides this vacancy migration model, which is popular in the resistance switching community, several other models of oxide breakdown exist. Most of these models were developed in relation to studies in gate oxide reliability in MOSFET devices. These are often referred to as time dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) studies. The experimental procedures are generally identical to the ones presented here for the TiO\textsubscript{2} based devices. For TDDB studies, oxide based capacitor type devices are stress with constant electric field until a sudden increase in current is observed indicating dielectric breakdown [108, 109, 110, 104, 111]. Two models that are often invoked to explain the TDDB data are the ‘E’ model and the ‘1/E’ model [112, 113, 114, 115]. The ‘E’ model is based on thermodynamic free energy considerations and is also referred to as the ‘Thermo-chemical Model’. The ‘1/E’ model on the other hand is based on the assumption of hole injection assisted breakdown, and often referred to as the ‘Hole Injection Model’.

For convenience of discussion and in order to stay consistent with other literature reports, from now on \( t_{\text{uniform}} \) will be referred to as \( t_{\text{bd}} \), the breakdown time; \( V_{\text{uniform}} \) will be referred to as \( V_{\text{bd}} \), the breakdown voltage; and \( T_{\text{uniform}} \) will be referred to as \( T_{\text{bd}} \), the breakdown temperature.

The general form of functional dependence between \( t_{\text{bd}} \), \( T_{\text{bd}} \), and the effective activation energy, \( E_{\text{eff}} \), predicted by all three of these models is shown in equation 6.6.
\[ t_{bd} \propto \exp \left( \frac{E_{eff}(\xi_{ox})}{k_B T} \right) \] (6.6)

In this general form, \( E_{eff} \) is a function of the applied electric field, \( \xi_{ox} \), which is calculated by dividing \( V_{bd} \) by the thickness of the oxide layer, which is 15 nm for all the measured devices (under the assumption that the voltage drops linearly over the oxide layer). The empirical relationship between \( E_{eff} \) and \( \xi_{ox} \) can be obtained from the data in figure 6.9a. Based on this empirical relationship, the validity of each of the models can be judged. From figure 6.9a, \( E_{eff} \) associated with the breakdown process can be obtained from the slope of \( \ln(t_{bd}) \) vs. \( 1/T_{bd} \) for any given \( \xi_{ox} \) value. Arrhenius plot for some select values of electric field, \( \xi_{ox} \), is shown in figure 6.10a, and the extracted \( E_{eff} \) as a function of \( \xi_{ox} \) is shown in figure 6.10b. \( E_{eff} \) displays a strong dependence on the electric field. The value of \( E_{eff} \) is \( \approx 0.7 \) eV at \( \xi_{ox} \approx 2.3 \) MV/cm and it decreases to almost zero by the time the electric field reaches a value of 3.8 MV/cm.

Figure 6.10: (a) Arrhenius plot for some select values of electric fields; (b) Activation energy (calculated from the slope of Arrhenius plot) as function of electric field.
Vacancy Migration Model

The vacancy migration model was discussed in detail in chapter 4. The model showed that the vacancy velocity is proportional to the applied electric field according to the following relationship.

\[
\text{Velocity} \propto \exp\left( -\frac{E_a}{k_BT_{bd}} \right) \sinh\left( \frac{\xi_{ox} q\alpha}{2k_BT_{bd}} \right)
\] (6.7)

In equation 6.7, all the variables retain their original definition as presented in chapter 4. When \((\xi q\alpha)/(2kT) \gtrsim 1\), as is the case for all of the data in figure 6.9b, the \(\sinh\) term in equation 6.7 can be replaced with an exponential term as shown in equation 6.8 below.

\[
\text{Velocity} \propto \exp\left( -\frac{E_a}{k_BT_{bd}} \right) \exp\left( \frac{\xi_{ox} q\alpha}{2k_BT_{bd}} \right)
\] (6.8)

If the onset of localization event during electroforming is a result of accumulation of vacancies that generates a small portion of the conductive filament, then it is reasonable to assume that for all the pulsed electroforming cases, approximately equal number of vacancies need to migrate over the \(t_{bd}\) period of time. Under this assumption, the product of \(t_{bd}\) and vacancy velocity should be a constant (equation 6.9). As a result, \(t_{bd}\) should be exponentially proportional to the activation energy and the applied electric field as shown in equations 6.10 and 6.11. Comparing equations 6.11 and 6.6 revels that \(E_{eff}\) should decrease linearly with \(\xi_{ox}\) as shown in equation 6.12.

\[
\text{Velocity} \cdot t_{bd} = \text{Constant} \tag{6.9}
\]

\[
t_{bd} \propto \exp\left( \frac{E_a}{k_BT_{bd}} \right) \exp\left( -\frac{\xi_{ox} q\alpha}{2k_BT_{bd}} \right) \tag{6.10}
\]

\[
t_{bd} \propto \exp\left( \frac{2E_a - \xi_{ox} q\alpha}{2k_BT_{bd}} \right) \tag{6.11}
\]

\[
E_{eff} = E_a - \frac{1}{2} \xi_{ox} q\alpha \tag{6.12}
\]

This functional from of \(E_{eff}\) dependence on \(\xi_{ox}\) is not in agreement with the experimental data shown in figure 6.10b. Therefore, vacancy migration model does not seem to be a good explanation
for the initiation of the breakdown event.

Besides the poor fit, the vacancy migration model has additional difficulty in explaining why the transient I-V characteristics of the devices deviate from the Joule heating model for pulses preceding the electroforming pulse. If the deviation is the sign of formation of small portion of a conductive filament, then this deviation should be present from the very beginning of all subsequent pulses as well. However, that was demonstrated not to be the case. It is as if whichever portion of the filament formed during this early localization period completely disappeared when the pulse was removed and no traces of it was left during the subsequent pulses. This should not happen if accumulation of vacancies give rise to growth of filaments which are stable kinetically. This is a phenomenon that cannot be properly explained using the vacancy migration model.

**Thermo-chemical Model**

The thermo-chemical model, proposed by McPherson and Baglee [116] is based on free energy consideration associated with the oxide breakdown process. This model has been successfully used to explain TDDB data for many different oxide breakdown experiments [114, 113]. According to this model, the oxide breakdown time can be expressed as shown in equation 6.13 below.

\[
t_{bd} \propto \exp\left(\frac{E_a}{k_B T_{bd}}\right) \exp(-\gamma(T)\xi_{ox})
\]  (6.13)

Where,

\[
\gamma(T) = B + \frac{C}{T_{bd}}
\]  (6.14)

In equation 6.13, \(E_a\) is the activation energy, and \(\gamma(T)\) is known as the temperature dependent field acceleration parameter. Due to linear dependence of \(\ln(t_{bd})\) vs. \(\xi_{ox}\), this model is often called the ‘E’ model. The general form of \(\gamma(T)\) is shown in equation 6.14 where both \(B\) and \(C\) are constants. Equation 6.15 obtained by substituting equation 6.14 into 6.13 shows that \(E_{eff}\) has linear dependence on \(\xi_{ox}\) (equation 6.16).
The functional form of $t_{bd}$ in thermo-chemical model is very similar to the vacancy migration model, and as a result the predicted dependence of $E_{eff}$ on $\xi_{ox}$ is also very similar. The linear dependence predicted by both of these models fail to properly explain the experimental observations.

Like the vacancy migration model, this model also has the same problem in explaining the repeatability of pre-electroforming pulses without any observed cumulative effect. If the deviation from the Joule heating model is a sign of breaking bonds in the oxide layer (which allows the oxide to be at a lower energy state in the presence of an applied electric field), then it is not clear how such permanent damage to the oxide lattice can have no observable carry-over effect on the I-V characteristics from pulse to pulse during repeated pulsing experiments.

**Hole Injection Model**

The hole injection model [117, 118, 119] asserts that positive charge buildup due to hole trapping leads to localized electric field enhancement that results in oxide breakdown. The process is schematically shown for the Pt/TiO$_2$/Pt device in figure 6.11. Electrons injected from the cathode (bottom electrode, electrically grounded), through Fowler-Nordheim tunneling or other methods, reach the anode due to gradient in potential profile. The mismatch at the anode (top electrode, positivity biased) between the energy level of the TiO$_2$ conduction band and Pt fermi level means that these electrons must thermalize, that is, lose the excess energy. One such method of losing this excess energy is through impact ionization which may generate hot-holes, shown schematically in figure 6.11a. Most of these holes drift to the cathode, however a small fraction of them may get trapped in the bandgap near the cathode. Generation of these trapped holes is proportional to
the hot-hole generation rate, which is proportional to the electron current flow. The trapped holes create localized high electric field (figure 6.11b), which in turn locally enhances the current flow, creating a positive feedback. If this process is allow to continue, it can lead to bond breakage due to high electric field and/or the associated high temperature due to localized Joule heating, thus creating permanent damage to the oxide. However, if this process is stopped abruptly before it goes into runaway, the trapped holes may be removed through recombination [117], and no permanent damage to the oxide may occur.

The function form of $t_{bd}$ according to this model [112] is given equation 6.17. Because $\ln(t_{bd})$ depends on $1/\xi_{ox}$, this model is often called the ‘1/E’ model. Here, $G(T_{bd})$ is the temperature dependent field acceleration parameters and $E_b$ is the activation energy associated with hole injection and trapping. The function form of temperature dependence of $G(T_{bd})$ is shown in equation 6.18,
where both $C$ and $E_a$ are constants [120].

$$t_{bd} \propto \exp \left( \frac{G(T_{bd})}{\xi_{ox}} \right) \exp \left( \frac{E_b}{k_B} \left( \frac{1}{300K} - \frac{1}{T_{bd}} \right) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.17)$$

$$G(T_{bd}) = C + \frac{E_a}{k_B T_{bd}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.18)

Substituting equation 6.18 into equation 6.17, and discarding any constant terms produces equation 6.19. The effective activation energy according to this model is inversely proportional to the electric field as shown in equation 6.20

$$t_{bd} \propto \exp \left( \frac{C}{\xi_{ox}} \right) \exp \left( \frac{E_a/\xi_{ox} - E_b}{k_B T_{bd}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.19)$$

$$E_{eff} = \frac{E_a}{\xi_{ox}} - E_b$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.20)

The inverse dependence of $E_{eff}$ on $\xi_{ox}$ is close to the relationship observed in figure 6.10b. Although, this is not an exact match, functionally it is closer than the predictions of the other two breakdown models. The experimentally observed activation energy decreases more severely with increasing electric field compared to the predictions of this model.

The hole-injection model can also provide a qualitative explanation of the observation that pulses preceding the electroforming pulse do not show any cumulative effect. As trapped holes accumulate near the cathode in localized areas, the current through the device increases beyond what is predicted by the Joule heating model. This current is due to localized enhancement of the electric field. As large current starts to flow through a region, localized Joule heating may further reduce the TiO$_2$ resistivity leading to even higher current. Once the applied bias is removed, this process stops and the trapped holes may get annihilated through recombination. If all trapped positive charges are removed prior to the subsequent voltage pulse, the device would not display any cumulative effect. The only exception to the situation would be if the time gap between subsequent pulses was smaller than the thermal time constant of the device. Under this circumstance, the
device would exhibit cumulative behavior simply because it would still remain hot from the prior pulse. Since conductivity of the device is dependent on the temperature and the hole trapping rate is proportional to the total current flow, this would lead to onset of localization faster (as was observed in the pulse-train experiments).

This hole trapping based explanation does not necessarily rule out motion of oxygen vacancies. It is possible that when electric field is sufficiently enhanced in a localized region and the temperature in that region is high enough, vacancy motion participates in the breakdown process. Vacancies in that situation can either move in response to the electric field in the direction of the field or move in a lateral direction due to lateral temperature gradient [121]. The very fast decrease of activation energy as a function of electric field may result from such combined effects.

6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, a method for extracting temperature rise at the onset of electroforming has been presented. The temperature, time, and electric field have been used to evaluate several models of oxide breakdown. Both the oxygen vacancy migration based model and the thermo-chemical model predict a linear relationship between activation energy associated with breakdown and electric field. However, the experimental observations show a strong non-linear dependence. The hole-injection model predicts an inversely proportional relationship which is close to the experimental observations. The hole-injection model is also able to explain the non cumulative effect observed when a pristine device is subjected to multiple pulses prior to electroforming. Based on these observations, it is concluded that the onset of electroforming is not triggered by ion migration, rather it is an electronic process. However, it is possible that vacancy migration still participates in the electroforming process once the local electric field and temperature increases significantly.
Chapter 7

Morphological Changes And Estimation Of Filament Size

Morphological changes are often associated with electroforming and resistive switching operations in RRAM devices. These observations have been linked to localized dissipation of high power resulting from filamentary electrical conduction mechanisms. The pulsed induced electroforming experiments discussed in chapter 5 also exhibited similar types of morphological changes after the completion of the electroforming event. In discussing the electrical and thermal transients during electroforming, the focus of the previous chapter was on uniform Joule heating during the early portion of the electroforming pulse. It was observed that a uniform Joule heating model could no longer explain the current and voltage transients of the device after a certain period of time, denoted as $t_{\text{uniform}}$. The argument was made that after this time, the current conduction starts to localize and eventually leads to formation of filaments. In this chapter, the link between this localized electrical conduction and associated localized morphological changes will be examined. The first section will focus on the relationship between electroforming conditions (voltage, power, time, etc.) and the physical extent of the morphological changes observed after the completion of electroforming. In the second section, an estimate of the filament size will be obtained using experiments designed to isolate the conductive portion of the device. The discussion in the third section will be about how these morphological changes evolve during various phases of the electroforming process. Finally in the
fourth section, electro-thermal simulations will be used to correlate the observed morphological changes with various filament geometries.

7.1 Effect Of Electroforming Conditions On Morphological Changes

The relationship between electroforming time and voltage was explored in chapter 5. It was observed that as the voltage was reduced, the electroforming time increased significantly. As a consequence of this voltage-time relationship, devices with short electroforming pulses experienced higher power dissipation level compared to the ones with long pulses. Figure 7.1 shows SEM images of several devices electroformed with voltage pulses with widths ranging from 20 ns to 10 µs.

It is clear that the extent and the nature of the morphological changes observed after electroforming is heavily dependent on the amplitude and the width of the electroforming pulses. The extent of the affected area generally gets bigger with increasing pulse width. For the short pulses (e.g. 20 ns, 50 ns, 100 ns), there is always an area where the Pt top electrode seem to have been melted and completely removed. For convenience of discussion, this type of features will be referred to as the ‘blown-off region’. For longer pulses, the extent of this blown-off region begins to get smaller and it starts to get surrounded by a region that has brighter contrast in SEM image compared to the remainder of the device. Close examination reveal that this area consist of large Pt grains, which may have formed as a result of elevated temperature due to large power dissipation after electroforming. Once again, for convenience of discussion, this type of area will be referred to as the ‘halo’. The images show that as the electroforming voltage decreases (and the pulse width increases), the morphological changes smoothly transition from exhibiting large blown-off region with no halo to almost non-existent blown-off region with halo that encompasses a very large portion of the device area. Larger version of each image in figure 7.1 can be found in Appendix B.
Figure 7.1
Figure 7.1: SEM images of morphological changes resulting from electroforming with voltage pulses with widths of 20 ns, 50 ns, 100 ns, 250 ns, 500 ns, 1 µs, and 10 µs in figure (a)–(g), respectively. All experiments were carried out under ambient temperature of 62.5 °C. The vertical metal trace in each image is the top electrode. Each image is accompanied by the associated voltage pulse.
As discussed in chapter 5, the resistance of the devices after electroforming ranged from 120-220 Ω, with smaller resistance values corresponding to cases where electroforming voltage amplitude was large. The blown-off regions and the halos give an indication of the areas that were affected by localized heating. Based on this, it is safe to assume that the filament(s) that gives rise to the low resistance value is located somewhere within these regions. However, it is difficult to estimate the filament size based on these images alone. Considering the short pulse cases (e.g. 20 ns, 50 ns), it is not clear what size of filament caused a blown-off region that has ≈ 1 µm diameter. It is possible that the size of the filament is either the same as the size of the blown-off region, or the large blown-off region is a result of lateral heat conduction due to a very small filament that gets very hot. The case with the largest halo (e.g. 10 µs pulse) is even more puzzling. Here the halo does not seem to originate from any one spot and radially expand outward, as would be expected if it was generated from a central hot zone caused by a low resistance filament. Rather it is asymmetric in shape, possibly indicating a more distributed nature of the low resistance region.

It is possible that the underlying nature of physical changes in the TiO$_2$ film for both long and short pulses are very similar. The presence or absence of the blown-off region may be explained by considering the power dissipation level associated with each case. Similarly, size of the halos may be correlated with the pulse widths, since the grain growth in films is a function of both temperature and time [122]. In order to justify any of these arguments, more information is needed about the size of the filaments, and this is the topic of the next section.

7.2 Estimation Of Filament Size

To get a better estimate of the filament size, an electroformed device was cut into several pieces in order to identify the portion of the device responsible for the low resistance. The cutting was performed using a gallium Focused Ion Beam (FIB). The resistance of the device was measured
before and after each cut (at 1 V). Figure 7.2 shows the SEM images of the device after each

cut. This particular device was electroformed using a voltage pulse with 4.4 V amplitude and the

resistance immediately after electroforming was found to be 160 Ω. Each successive cut isolated

specific portion of the device that seemed to have been affected by electroforming (based on the

appearance of the morphological changes). Each cut was ensured to be deep enough to go through

the entire top-electrode/TiO$_2$/bottom-electrode stack.

The images in figure 7.2 show the measured resistance after each of the associated cuts. The

resistance of the area isolated during each cut (also noted on each image, indicated by arrow) is

estimated based on parallel resistor assumption. Since the resistance before, $R_{before}$, and after,

$R_{after}$, each cut is measured, the resistance of the isolated area, $R_{isolated}$, can be calculated using

equation 7.1.

$$R_{isolated} = \left(\frac{1}{R_{before}} - \frac{1}{R_{after}}\right)^{-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.1)

From these calculated values, it seems that the initial 160 Ω resistance value was not due to any

small isolated low resistance region within the device. Rather, electroforming process reduced the

resistance over a large area, and the combined contribution of each portion of this area resulted in

the observed low resistance value after electroforming.

At this point, it is instructive to compare the resistivity of the device in various regions based

on these measurements. Prior to electroforming, the pristine device was found to have a resistance

of $\approx 2$ MΩ at 1 V. This equates to a resistivity of $\approx 4000$ Ω·m. After all the cuts, in total, roughly

about 1/4 of the device area was removed and the resistance of the remainder of the device was

$\approx 25$ kΩ. If this area had uniform resistivity, it would equate to $\approx 37.5$ Ω·m. The area with

the lowest resistance was the one shown in figure 7.2h. The resistance was 614 Ω with an area of

approximately 1 µm$^2$. The gives a resistivity of 0.409 Ω·m. It is possible that far way from the

regions affected by morphological changes, the resistivity of the TiO$_2$ film is unchanged from its
Figure 7.2: (a) SEM image of the device after electroforming with a voltage pulse of 4.4 V amplitude; (b) Schematic of FIB cuts. Each area isolated by the cuts is highlighted. Each of these areas is represented by a resistor connected in parallel with the other areas (inset); (c)-(h) shows SEM images of cuts made using FIB for each area highlighted in (b). Measured resistance after each cut is noted at the top of each picture. The calculated resistance of the isolated region (using equation 7.1) in each case is indicated using the arrow. The vertical and horizontal metal traces in each image are the top and bottom electrodes, respectively.
pristine value. If this is indeed the case, then it would imply that the resistivity changes by almost 5 orders of magnitude between the high and low resistivity areas. Figure 7.2 shows that moving away from the area with the lowest resistance does not result in drastic increase in film resistivity. Therefore this 5 orders of magnitude resistivity change is mostly likely to be gradual in nature rather than abrupt. It is unlikely that a hard boundary can be located between ‘filamentary’ and ‘non-filamentary’ regions.

### 7.3 Evolution Of Morphological Changes

The examples of morphological changes showed what the devices look like after they have experienced the electroforming pulses in their entirety. However, how these changes evolve during the course of the pulse was not captured. Visually observing these changes as a function of time is not possible due to the speed with which the resistance change occurs. The evolution of these morphological changes could be observed if the voltage pulse could be removed arbitrarily at any point during the resistance change process. However, this is a very difficult task. Although the time scale of the electroforming event can be predicted based on prior experiments, the exact time when the resistance change will be initiated during the pulse is still not deterministic in nature. When the pulse amplitude is small, the time over which the resistance change takes place is relatively long (e.g. the 10 $\mu$s case shown in figure 7.1g). For this type of cases, there is a better chance of being able to stop the pulse partially into the electroforming process. An experiment was designed where each device was subjected to a series of voltage pulses with the same amplitude where the pulse width was incrementally increased. Once a resistance decrease similar to electroforming was observed, the devices were no longer subjected to any further voltage pulses. This procedure, carried out over a large set of devices, yielded conditions where the electroforming process was halted at various stages of completion on different devices. SEM images of these devices along with the
corresponding pulses are shown in figure 7.3.

In the previous chapter, it was observed that the drastic voltage drop associated with electro-forming was not explainable with uniform Joule heating model. The experimental results in figure 7.3 show that as the voltage starts to decrease rapidly, the electric conduction through the device begins to localize as indicated by the appearance of the halos. For the cases where electroforming process was halted early (e.g. cases 1-3), the halos are circular and quite symmetric. However, this symmetry begins to disappear as the process is allowed to continue for longer (e.g. cases 5 and 6). This indicates that the appearance of one locally conductive region does not necessary prevent other nearby regions from going through similar transitions. Therefore, the actual affected area could be quite large, consistent with the results from the FIB experiment in the previous section.

Morphological changes to the top electrode is function of both the power and time, and therefore not all affected areas of the underlying TiO$_2$ film necessarily exhibit corresponding morphological changes on the top electrode. This is specially significant for the cases were the electroforming pulse widths are short (e.g. 20 and 50 ns cases in figure 7.1). For those cases, only the areas with the lowest resistivity may show any sign of change (the blown-off regions) where enough power was dissipated over the short period of time. The surrounding areas may look to be unaffected judging simply by the morphology of the top electrode. However, the TiO$_2$ layer in these regions may also have gone through large changes (just not as much as the blown off regions) compared to their pristine state. As a result, the regions responsible for resistive switching does not necessarily have to correspond to the region which first exhibits morphological changes. In fact, this was observed when resistance switching experiments using DC voltage sweeps were performed on these pulsed electroformed devices. An example of this is shown in figure 7.4. Here, a device was electroformed with a 50 ns wide pulse, similar to the one in figure 7.1b. Then several cycles of switching were performed using DC voltage sweeps. The SEM image immediately after electroforming shows no
Figure 7.3: SEM images of six different devices where the voltage pulses were abruptly stopped during various stages of completion of the electroforming process. The pulses were shifted along the horizontal axis in order to align the transition periods. The vertical and horizontal metal traces in each image is the top and bottom electrodes, respectively.
 Figure 7.4: (a) SEM image of a device immediately after electroforming with a voltage pulse with 50 ns width; (b) image of the same device after performing several cycles of switching with DC voltage sweeps.

observable halo near the blown-off area. However, the image after the switching cycles shows large circular shaped halo with a center that is away from the original blown-off region. It appears that the main power dissipation during resistance cycling took place near the center of the halo. Clearly, sufficient changes were induced in the TiO$_2$ film during the electroforming process in this region that made resistance switching possible during DC sweeps. There changes were not directly reflected in morphological changes observed immediately after electroforming.

### 7.4 Filament Geometry And Thermal Profile

After electroforming, the resistance of the devices were generally found to be in the range of 120-220 Ω based on various electroforming conditions. Experiments and the results described in the previous two sections suggest that this resistance is a consequence of lowered resistivity of the TiO$_2$ film over a relatively large area. In this section, an electro-thermal model will be discussed that will be used to determine if the correlation between electroforming conditions and the morphological changes can be supported by the thermal profiles predicted by the model.
Electro-thermal Model

A thermal model for the device was introduced in chapter 5 and it was used in chapter 6 to estimate the temperature rise due to uniform Joule heating. In this chapter, the same model will be used again. However, rather than a just a thermal model, where the power dissipation level is specified as a function of time, an additional DC electrical conduction module is incorporated in order to investigate the electro-thermal interaction. The expression for heat conduction was presented in chapter 5, and is repeated here (equation 7.2) for convenience. The expression for current conduction is given in equation 7.3. Here, $J$ is the current density, $\xi$ is the electric field and $\sigma$ is the electrical conductivity. The link between the heat and current conduction is established using equation 7.4. The power dissipation due to resistive heating serves as the heat source in the heat conduction equation.

$$Q = \rho C_p \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (-k_{th} \nabla T) \quad (7.2)$$
$$J = \sigma \xi \quad (7.3)$$
$$Q = J \xi \quad (7.4)$$

In the model, the electrical contact resistance between all the layers are assumed to be negligible. Similar assumption was made about the interface thermal resistance in the previous chapters. However, in this chapter, the effect of including a thin thermally resistive interface layer will be compared with perfect interfaces where no such interface resistance exists. Figure 7.5 schematically shows the simulated structure. It is similar to the one shown in chapter 5, but the electrical boundary conditions are explicitly indicated in this figure.

Using this model, two cases will be examined. ‘Case 1’ will focus on pulses with 20 ns width and ‘case 2’ on pulses with 10 $\mu$s width. Morphological changes corresponding to electroforming with pulses of these two widths were shown in figures 7.1a and 7.1g. For all simulations, the
voltage was be kept constant for the entire duration of the pulse. The voltage amplitude and the device resistance were chosen based on the values obtained at the end of the electroforming pulses shown in figures 7.1a and 7.1g. These values, along with other simulation parameters, are summarized in table 7.1. The thermal conductivity for all the materials were kept unchanged from the values given in table 5.1. Strictly speaking, it can be argued that the voltage and resistance levels are not constant during the electroforming process, and therefore these parameters should vary as a function of time to mimic the real electroforming event. However, as figure 7.3 showed, majority of the morphological changes occur after the voltage and resistance transients associated with electroforming become stable. Also, it was observed that after electroforming, subjecting the devices to additional voltage pulses (of the same width and amplitude) did not significantly alter the morphological changes. On these grounds, keeping the voltage and resistance level constant for the entire duration of the pulse seems reasonable, and it greatly simplifies the simulations.

The discussions about simulations are broken into two sections based on the assumptions made about the geometry of the filaments. In the first section it will be assumed that electroforming only affects certain localized regions, and within these regions, the resistivity of TiO$_2$ is uniformly
Table 7.1: Parameters for electro-thermal simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Width</td>
<td>20 ns</td>
<td>10 µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>4.85 V</td>
<td>2.63 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance after electroforming</td>
<td>164 Ω</td>
<td>220 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pristine TiO$_2$ resistivity</td>
<td>2.02 Ω·m at 4.85 V</td>
<td>20.9 Ω·m at 2.63 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO$_2$ filament resistivity</td>
<td>See table 7.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si electrical resistivity</td>
<td>641 Ω·m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO$_2$ electrical resistivity</td>
<td>1.42×10$^{12}$ Ω·m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt electrical resistivity</td>
<td>1.06×10$^{-7}$ Ω·m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti electrical resistivity</td>
<td>4.2×10$^{-7}$ Ω·m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface thermal conductance</td>
<td>60 MW/m$^2$K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambient temperature</td>
<td>62.5 °C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

lowered. The resistivity of the filaments will be calculated based on the measured resistance after electroforming (as listed in table 7.1) and the assumed filament size. In the second section, the assumed geometry of the area affected by electroforming will more closely mimic what has been found from the FIB experiment described in section 7.2; the change in resistivity due to electroforming will be more gradual in nature.

**Simulation: Isolated Areas Of Low Resistance**

For all the simulations in this section, it is assumed that a cylindrical shaped filament of certain radius is responsible for the observed low resistance after electroforming. The filament radii explored are 10 nm, 100 nm, 250nm, 500 nm, 1 µm, and 1.5 µm in size. TiO$_2$ resistivity in this filament region is calculated based on the post-electroformed resistance (listed in table 7.1) and the assumed radius for each case. The calculated resistivity values are given in table 7.2. Outside of this region, the resistivity of the TiO$_2$ film is assumed to be unchanged from its pristine value. Of course, as discussed in chapter 6, the current through the pristine device non-linearly depends on the voltage. As a result, two different resistivity values need to be used for the 20 ns and the 10 µs pulses.
Table 7.2: Calculated filament resistivity used in electro-thermal simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filament radius</th>
<th>Resistivity ((\Omega)-m)</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 nm</td>
<td>(3.4\times10^{-6})</td>
<td>4.6\times10^{-6})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 nm</td>
<td>(3.4\times10^{-4})</td>
<td>4.6\times10^{-4})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250 nm</td>
<td>(2.1\times10^{-3})</td>
<td>2.9\times10^{-3})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 nm</td>
<td>(8.6\times10^{-3})</td>
<td>1.2\times10^{-2})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (\mu)m</td>
<td>(3.4\times10^{-2})</td>
<td>4.6\times10^{-2})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 (\mu)m</td>
<td>(7.7\times10^{-2})</td>
<td>1.0\times10^{-1})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

since the applied voltage is different for the two cases. These values are indicated as ‘pristine TiO\(_2\) resistivity’ in table 7.1.

Two sample thermal profiles corresponding to filament radius of 500 nm subjected to 20 ns pulse are shown in figure 7.6. The temperature shown in this figure corresponds to the temperature at the end of the 20 ns pulse. In figure 7.6a, the interface thermal conductance between all layers is assumed to be infinitely high (therefore, no thermal boundary layer), whereas in figure 7.6b it is assumed to be 60 MW/m\(^2\) K. The interface thermal conductance at the lateral boundary between the filament and the pristine TiO\(_2\) region is always assumed to be infinitely high for both cases.

![Figure 7.6: Simulated thermal profiles for a filament with 500 nm radius at the end of subjecting the device to a 20 ns voltage pulse with 4.85 V amplitude. Effect of excluding and including a thermally resistive boundary layer is shown in (a) and (b), respectively.](image)
Figure 7.7: Radial cross-section of the thermal profiles of the top electrode at the end of application of a 20 ns pulse (a) and 10 µs pulse (b) for a variety of filament sizes. Effect of excluding and including a thermally resistive boundary layer is shown in solid and dotted lines respectively for each case. Vertically, this cross-section is taken 1 nm away from the TiO$_2$ and top electrode interface.
The presence of the thermally resistive interface layers cause the temperature of the filament region to be higher compared to the case where there are no such interface layers. This in turn leads to higher temperature at both the top and the bottom electrodes adjacent to the filament region. Figure 7.7 shows the radial cross-section of the temperature profiles at the top electrode for all the different filament sizes for both 20 ns and 10 µs pulse cases. Vertically, this cross-section is taken 1 nm away from the Pt top electrode and TiO₂ interface. In these plots, the dotted and solid lines represent the temperature with and without the thermal interface layers, respectively. The full 2-D temperature profiles for all these cases can be found in appendix A. For the 20 ns pulse cases (figure 7.7a), the temperatures toward the center either exceeds or comes very close to the melting temperature of Pt for all the filament sizes. The only exception is when the filament radius is 1.5 µm with no thermal interface layers. This means any of these cases can explain the blown-off region that was observed as a result of performing electroforming with 20 ns pulses (figure 7.1a), assuming those regions resulted from melted Pt. For the very small filament sizes (e.g. 10 nm, 100nm, and 250 nm) the temperatures predicted by the simulation are unphysically large. Nonetheless, it is safe to assume that given the power density, the temperature of the top electrode would exceed the melting temperature of Pt, even if it does not actually reach the many thousand degrees predicted by the simulation. In contrast to electroforming with 20 ns pulses, devices electroformed with 10 µs pulses did not exhibit any blown-off regions (figure 7.1g). Which means, for the 10 µs pulses, the temperature of the top electrodes most likely did not exceed the melting temperature of Pt. This suggests that the filament size could not have been any smaller than 1 µm in radius, since the simulation results (figure 7.7b) predict temperatures higher than Pt melting point for those cases. For large filament sizes (with radius of 1 µm and above), the temperature still reaches 1000 °C or higher in some cases. Given the longer time scale of the pulse and this temperature range, it is conceivable that Pt grains, responsible for the halos, form as a result of these conditions.
None of the simulated conditions satisfactorily explain the thermal behavior that can be correlated with the images in figure 7.1. On the one hand the filament size needs to be large so that the temperature does not reach too high for the 10µs pulses. Only large filaments can ensure that the power density stays low enough so that the melting temperature of Pt is not reached. On the other hand, large filaments give rise to thermal profiles that are generally more uniform. This leads to a situation where the predicted blown-off region (based on the area over which Pt melting temperature is exceeded), caused by 20 ns pulses, becomes too large. For example, both 1 µm and 1.5 µm filament radius assumption leads to condition where Pt would melt over an area with a radius of ≈1 µm. However, experimental results of electroforming with 20 ns pulses only display blown-off regions with a radius of ≈0.5 µm. The assumptions that resistance change induced by electroforming is uniform over a certain isolated region and the size of this region is the same for both 20 ns and 10 µs electroforming pulses, do not lead to any viable thermal profiles that can explain the observations of morphological changes.

**Simulation: Distributed Areas Of Low Resistance**

The experiment in section 7.2 showed that the geometry of the area affected by electroforming is wide spread and the TiO$_2$ resistivity varies gradually within this region. Simulations in this section examines the case where the resistivity of TiO$_2$ more closely mimics this situation. Instead of assuming a certain filament size as was done for the previous simulations, the modeled device is broken up into three regions of low, intermediate, and high resistivity. The resistivity of these three regions are shown in figure 7.8. The low resistivity region is the one closest to the axis of symmetry in the model. The resistivity here is based on figure 7.2h, where an ≈1 µm$^2$ area was found to had a resistance of 614 Ω, and it was the most conductive portion of the entire device. In the model, this corresponds to a resistivity of $4\times10^{-2}$ Ω·m over a region with a radius of ≈ 564 nm. The high
resistivity region of the device is the outermost portion with \( r > 1.5 \) µm. Here the resistivity is set to the value that matches the pristine TiO\(_2\) film. This is based on the assumption that far away from the regions affected by electroforming, properties of TiO\(_2\) does not change. The intermediate resistivity region lies in between these two areas. Here the resistivity is calculated such that the total resistance of the device matches the measure resistance after electroforming, as listed in table 7.1.

![Figure 7.8](image1.png)

**Figure 7.8:** Resistivity of the TiO\(_2\) layer used for simulation under the distributed filament model. Case 1 and case 2 corresponds to 20 ns and 10 µs pulse cases respectively as listed in table 7.1.

![Figure 7.9](image2.png)

**Figure 7.9:** Radial cross-section of the thermal profiles of the top electrode at the end of application of 20 ns and 10 µs pulses. Effect of excluding and including thermally resistive boundary layers are shown in solid and dotted lines respectively for each case. Vertically, this cross-section is taken 1 nm away from the TiO\(_2\) and top electrode interface.
Figure 7.9 shows the simulated temperature profiles across the top electrode for both 20 ns and 10 µs pulse cases. Vertically, this cross section is taken 1 nm away from the top electrode and TiO₂ interface. For both cases, the temperature at the electrode is higher when the thermally resistive interface layers are taken into account. Under this condition, the simulation predicts that for the 20 ns pulse case, the temperature will be higher than the Pt melting point in a region that has a radius of approximately 0.5 µm. This is consistent with the size of the blown-off region observed (figure 7.1a) on devices electroformed with 20 ns pulses. For the 10 µs pulse case, the peak temperature is approximately 1350 °C and decrease gradually away from the center of the device. This temperature profile most likely will not produce any blown-off region since the highest temperature is several hundred degrees lower than the Pt melting temperature. However, grain growth due to high temperature and longer timescale under these conditions is still possible. This again is consistent with the experimental observation of large halos seen in figure 7.1g. Dividing the device into three regions of incrementally increasing resistivity is a crude method of approximating the gradual change in resistivity caused by electroforming. However, even with these crude approximations, morphological changes can be explained more consistently compared to the method of the previous section.

7.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, a correlation between various electroforming conditions and the associated morphological changes have been established. It has been found that the nature of morphological changes vary drastically depending on the electroforming conditions. Electroforming pulses with short width and high amplitude (e.g. 20-50 ns and 4-5 V) causes localized blown-off regions on the top electrode that most likely results from molten Pt due to excessive power dissipation. These blown-off regions gradually disappear as the electroforming pulse widths get longer and the amplitude get smaller.
(e.g. 500ns-10 µs and 2.5-3.5 V). For the very long pulses, grain growth is observed over large areas of the top Pt electrode. By cutting an electroformed device into several pieces, it was found that the physical extent of the affected region can be quite large in size ($\approx 8\text{-}9 \, \mu m^2$), and within this region the resistivity changes gradually over 2-3 orders of magnitude. Electro-thermal simulations show that this gradual resistance change model is able to adequately reproduce thermal profiles that support the different types of morphological changes observed under various types of pulses.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

Migration of oxygen vacancy is believed to be the key mechanism behind resistance switching in TiO$_2$ based ReRAM devices. Literature review shows that resistance switching is generally a localized event dominated by filaments of more conductive phases of TiO$_2$. The initial formation of these filaments during the electroforming process and the subsequent modification of their size/shape during repeatable resistance switching is postulated to be a direct result of change in oxygen vacancy concentration in response to applied electric field and related temperature rise.

Often in literature, an exponential dependence of vacancy migration velocity on electric field is invoked in order to explain how both fast switching and long retention time can be obtained just using the vacancy migration mechanism alone. In chapter 4, a model was developed for migration of vacancies to investigate this claim in detail. This model was then implemented in a 1-D device based on parameters of SrTiO$_3$ as the resistance switching oxide. The simulation results showed that no reasonable combination of electric field, temperature, and activation energy can lead to conditions where both 100 ns programming time and 10 years of retention time is possible to achieve. A vacancy migration activation energy of $\approx 1$ eV is found to be high enough that can lead to retention time of 10 years, but in order to move sufficient vacancies such that the device can be programmed in 100 ns, an electric field on the order of 10 MV/cm with temperature greater than 2200 °C is needed. The required temperature can be dropped to less than 1000 °C if the electric
field is allowed to be close to 100 MV/cm. This is an enormously large field, translating to over
100 V applied to the device when the oxide thickness is in the range of 10-50 nm. It is often argued
that such large electric fields can indeed be achieved during resistive switching using small applied
biases because of the existence of conductive filaments which effectively reduce the gap over which
the voltage drop occurs. However, how such large electric field can lead to repeatable resistance
switching without causing permanent damage to the oxide layer remains a mystery. The simulation
results seriously calls into question the vacancy migration model used to explain resistive switching.

The origin of conductive filaments, responsible for resistance switching, is linked to the elec-
troforming process. It was demonstrated that electroforming with DC voltage sweep is inherently
a very poorly controlled method that leads to large current overshoot through the device. The
magnitude of this overshoot is only limited by the device resistance despite the enforcement of a
compliance current, and the time scale is dictated by the measurement equipment. In order to
gain more insight into the electroforming process, a pulsed based method was introduced which
allowed for characterization of transient voltage, current, resistance, and power dissipation of the
device over the entire duration of the electroforming process. Based on these measurements, a
novel method was introduced to extract the transient temperature rise during electroforming due
to Joule heating. Temperatures obtained using this extraction method was correlated with results
from thermal simulations. These pulsed experiments revealed that electroforming time can be
changed by 6-7 orders of magnitude based on the pulse amplitude and temperature of the device.
This time can be as short as 10 ns for a voltage pulse with 8 V amplitude, or as long as 100 ms for a
pulse with 4 V amplitude. The temperature rise due to Joule heating can range from 25-300 °C. In
the low voltage regime (V < 4V), the electroforming time was found to be a very strong function of
temperature, where a 50 °C rise in temperature can lower the electroforming time by 3-4 orders of
magnitude. Such strong dependence on temperature was not observed in the high voltage regime.
It was also observed that electroforming process is device history independent, meaning subjecting a device to multiple pulses prior to electroforming did not lead to any observable cumulative effect. The only condition where cumulative effect was observed was when time gap between multiple pulses were lowered below the thermal time constant ($\approx 3 \mu s$) of the device so that heating from one pulse affected the device behavior during subsequent pulses.

Based on these observations from the transient electroforming experiments, three different models of oxide breakdown were evaluated. It was found that both oxygen vacancy migration based model and the thermo-chemical model fails to predict the non-linear relationship between the activation energy and the electric field observed during the pulsed electroforming experiments. A model based on injection and trapping of holes due to current flow through the TiO$_2$ layer predicted an inversely proportional relationship between the activation energy and the electric field. This prediction was closer to the experimental observations. This model was also able to explain the lack of cumulative effect when subjecting a device to multiple pulses prior to electroforming.

It is concluded that onset of electroforming is mostly likely an electronic process, as opposed to an ionic one that is often claimed in literature. However, ionic motion is still possible when the localized electric field and temperature increases significantly, bringing about the non-reversible resistance lowering of the device.

Although resistance of all devices after electroforming were found to be in the range of 120-220 $\Omega$, which is at least 5-6 orders of magnitude lower than the pristine device resistance, this low resistance was not a result of any one single isolated conductive filament. Significant decrease in resistivity of the TiO$_2$ layer was found to occur over half the area of the $5 \times 5 \mu m$ devices. All electroformed devices exhibited signs of morphological changes to the top electrode. Pronounced morphological changes were found to result from excessive power dissipation towards the end of the electroforming pulse. The physical extent of the morphological changes, both the halos and blown-
off regions, could be consistently explained using electro-thermal simulation using the assumption of distributed resistance decrease due to electroforming. Such consistency could not be obtained under the assumption that electroforming generates a single dominant small filament (50-500 nm in radius) which alone is responsible for all the observed resistance change.

The primary motivation for this work was to gain a deeper understanding of the electrical and thermal events associated with the electroforming process. The experimentally found relationship among voltage, time, and temperature that triggers electroforming is the first step towards understanding the physical mechanisms that cause formation of conductive filaments. The model based on electric field driven oxygen vacancy migration was found to be a poor fit. This model also fails to explain how large difference between switching and retention times can be achieved using this mechanism alone. Although ReRAM device operation is often attributed to this mechanism, quantitative analysis, as presented in this work reveals many discrepancies between the model predictions and the experimental observations. The initial onset of localized current conduction during electroforming is more consistent with a model based on hole trapping. This process gives rise to localized high electric field, which locally increases the current flow and the temperature. These events do not require any vacancy migration. Structural changes in the TiO$_2$ layer occur under this elevated local temperature condition. Vacancy migration is likely to occur during this step, however the current understanding of the exact mechanism of this process requires significant refinements. It is clear that multiple physical processes are at play during electroforming, and vacancy migration is a small part of the whole story. A unified understanding of the role of each of these mechanisms still remains an open area for future research work.
Appendix A

Thermal Profiles From Electro-thermal Simulations
For each figure below, (a) and (b) shows the thermal profiles at the end of application of a 20 ns pulse. Thermally resistive boundary layer is not taken into account in (a), however it is taken into account in (b). Similarly (c) and (d) shows the thermal profile at the end of application of a 10 µs pulse. Again, thermally resistive boundary layer is not taken into account (c), but it is included in (d). Details of the simulation conditions can be found in chapter 7 section 7.4.
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Appendix B

Images Of Morphological Changes
Due to Electroforming
Figure B.1: Morphological changes resulting from electroforming with a 20 ns voltage pulse.
Figure B.2: Morphological changes resulting from electroforming with a 50 ns voltage pulse.
Figure B.3: Morphological changes resulting from electroforming with a 100 ns voltage pulse.
Figure B.4: Morphological changes resulting from electroforming with a 250 ns voltage pulse.
Figure B.5: Morphological changes resulting from electroforming with a 500 ns voltage pulse.
Figure B.6: Morphological changes resulting from electroforming with a 1 µs voltage pulse.
Figure B.7: Morphological changes resulting from electroforming with a 10 µs voltage pulse.
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